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Skylar Fein: Youth Manifesto. Installation view, New Orleans Museum of Art.

Youth Salute
BY TERRINGTON CALAS
reflect a social or political condition; it was to flee from it – or,
indeed, to provide an antidote for it. Not by avant-garde subversion, but by a sort of fantastical optimism – creating art works that
depicted dream environments, little earthly Edens where one
might find temporary solace. For some time, this was a French
convention: the splendid falsehoods of Poussin and Claude,
Boucher’s sugary erotica, Delacroix’s endless Arabs, Ingres’ idealized odalisques. At the low points, the result was little more than
blithe escapism. At its best, as in Matisse’s signature works just
before and after World War I, what we see is a transcendent joy.
Hardly an escape, Matisse’s art reads as a mental exercise – a hedonism via metaphor – that he geared to mitigate the trials of everyday reality.
Fein’s multi-media installation seems to reach for a measure of this. A kind of mental leaping toward communal advance.
His pop-styled prints and sculptures posit the near-anarchic stance
of Punk – by way of certain late 70s / early 80s rock music – as a

YOUTH MANIFESTO
Skylar Fein
New Orleans Museum of Art
New Orleans, LA
-

“I STILL FEEL twenty-five / most of the time / . . . Lord, I’m still
up there with ‘em / Singing above the crowd and the noise.” So
sang George Strait in his recent folksy hit “Troubadour.” The song
came to mind when I walked through Skylar Fein’s Youth Manifesto (at the New Orleans Museum of Art) on the first visit. The
artist’s considerable effort to simulate the vigor of an earlier period
– the decades-old punk rock scene – must surely imply a personal
longing. And perhaps, aesthetically, it could imply that Fein was
adopting a latter-day take on a legendary, and dicey, ethos – the
ethos of cultural dreaming.
At certain moments in history, the thrust of art was not to
2

Skylar Fein: Black Flag, 2009. Acrylic on plaster and wood, 68” high.

viable remedy for America’s ills. Sly and not-so-sly political references are inserted throughout much of the show. Black Flag is the
most salient example. Inspired by the names of two punk bands,
this United States “anti-flag,” littered with consumer pricing legends, suggests a comprehensive indictment of an unethical commercial system. The work’s extreme breadth complements the inordinateness of punk music’s own political commentary. Overkill,
it would seem, is the way to be heard – and, perhaps, it is one way
to effect change.
Leading up to and surrounding Black Flag are various tonesetting images – silkscreen portraits of punk stars, re-created memorabilia, T-shirts, sculptured Bootlegs. It’s a handsome presentation, and the works do set the punk tone, but mildly – without the
heightened sense of outrage one might expect, given this subject
matter. I suspect that, for some viewers – erstwhile punksters –
the show’s strength will lie in key, isolated pieces, Black Flag
among them.
But despite this, the exhibition resonates with Fein’s intent.
And with his unquestioned earnestness. Few artists seem so connected to a theme – or so convinced of its over-mastering signifi-

cance. That earnestness is largely what made Fein’s Remember the
Upstairs Lounge (last year at the CAC during Prospect I) so moving. He revived and re-envisioned an almost forgotten local tragedy and positioned it within a universal tradition of socio-political
outrage. The work became a conjuration of poignant episodes in
art history – say, Géricault in 1819, Sue Coe in 1983.
In the present instance, there is an almost audacious temper of conviction and urgency – that the ideas in Youth Manifesto
might have far-reaching consequences. As before, Fein’s earnestness is persuasive. You feel that he actually grasps the character of
youthful rebellion and, more important, the true value of all that
overkill. Apparently, a part of what he is saying is that the Youth
Movement, which began in the 1960s, and which persists today,
may be impulsive, and, at times, scattershot, but it has extraordinary potential force. And productive force too, if one will consider
the political upheavals of 2008.
Fein’s selection of punk culture to make his point was a
natural. Punk music was Rock at mid-stream, and, to be sure, it
was Rock’s most ferocious moment. It also had certain earmarks
of classic avant-gardism: witting societal insurrection and a de3

Skylar Fein: Grey Ghost & Poot Bunny, 2009. Wood, latex, light kit.

ling moment in the show. In effect, they deliver it. Their manner
of presentation lends a certain solemnity; and, ultimately, they intimate that graffiti, the long-time adolescent weapon, might serve
as a beacon – both as guide and sanguine marker. The suggestion
is that “youth culture,” vibrant in varying degrees for more than
forty years, exists to “keep us honest,” to keep us awake. Awake
socially and politically. No one can dismiss the impact of young
people in recent national politics. (Whether or not one is happy
with the consequence of that impact is beside the point. It signals
an opening of the political field.)
And in troubling times, a forthright salute to youthful activism could make every group, every stripe, stop and confront the
realities of our culture. No facet of American society can afford to
slumber – surely not the true adults, the over-forties who may have
forgotten how to “sing above the crowd and the noise.”
q

basement of status quo aesthetics. Much of the music was, in a
sense, anti-music – technically insouciant like nothing before or
after it. It was music that often placed its political indignation far
above the circumscription of mere form. Punk was the ungentle
protest music. And, as such, the ideal vehicle for Fein’s acknowledgement of the rebellious spirit.
This fitting choice notwithstanding, the message is more
persuasively conveyed in his reflection on a separate, but related,
brand of youthful overkill: graffiti. Fein’s flashing-light construction, Harsh, is installed to be seen through a second-floor window
of the museum. It’s a nod to a graffitist well-known locally. The
sentiment is made especially cogent by a nearby small space,
dimmed, with the words Grey Ghost mounted low on the wall –
this second sign referring to New Orleans’s notorious graffiti vigilante who surreptitiously covers illicit wall writing with grey paint.
These two pieces, taken together, are the most compel4

Gina Philips: Walking to the Battle of New Orleans, 2009. Oil and colored pencil on paper.

Sixteen Artists
BY KARL F. VOLKMAR

tal control of his media. Non sequitur follows non sequitur. Small
clusters of images suggest single ideas. Text suggests a narrative,
but no clear narrative, nor any narrative at all, appears. The chaotic vibrancy mirrors the irresolution of the contemporary world.
Occult-like drawings, letters and words dripping down the page,
sketched southwestern-ish landscapes, and penile caricatures are
the modern parodies of ancient petroglyphs and Paleolithic cave art.
To some this delightfully rambunctious offspring born of an unlikely marriage between the likes of Borofsky and Sol Lewitt may seem
the product of an adolescent humor, a finger-in-the-nose to good
taste. Yet an insistent geometry of horizontals and verticals, of parallel lines and ninety-degree angles defines an underlying formal
structure that suggests seriousness amid all the zaniness. Of course,
however, one is also free to enjoy Benischek’s work as just plain fun.
At the other end of the exhibit, Stephen Collins’ inkjet
portraits - Ice Cream Lady, Surprise Party, Best Friends Forever,
Cake 2009 Cutter with Money, and Puppy Love - represent a maturation of the artist’s visual pun seen in the earlier 2006 prints in
which a mass of noodles has been pasted where faces and heads
would have been. Instead of iterating and reiterating one idea again
and again as in the earlier prints, Collins has evolved to writing
ironic puns that vary from work to work. Imagine, if you will, what

HOT UP HERE:
New Work by New Orleans Artists
The Contemporary Arts Center
New Orleans, LA
—

WITH A BIT of social cheek here, some thoughtful reflection
there, appropriations from historical or contemporary popular culture, or convention-tweaking bites of witty humor, the artists in
Hot Up Here let us know that art here in New Orleans is doing
just fine, thank you. Ranging from the raucous drawing room installation of Brad Benischek to the introspections of Rachel Jones
and Katherine Schleh, and the elegant arabesques of Monica Zeringue, Hot Up Here provides an opportunity to experience some
recent, and not so recent, work of sixteen New Orleans area artists.
The once youthful energy of graffiti comes of age in Brad
Benischek’s tongue-in-cheek, in your face, sardonic Drawstallation. The raw gestures of a Nancy Spero and the social grittiness of
a Basquiat mitigated by a Harry Who? sense of humor converge in
a virtuoso display of the silly, the absurd, and the inane that radiates the exciting energy of a style without a style by an artist in to5

Generic Art Solutions: Installation View, CAC. 2009.

you might have expected to see if you had read the titles before
seeing each work. What associations would Ice Cream Lady have
conjured in your mind? How would you have imagined a Surprise
Party? Best Friends Forever? How would what you imagined have
compared with Collins’ corresponding prints? Surprised? It is the
unexpected and unimagined playful irony of the contrasts, the benign nature of the title and the apparent toughness of types that
defines the pleasure one experiences vis-à-vis the artist’s work.
Seen via monitors placed on pedestals in semi-darkness,
in two video loops by collaborative group Generic Art Solutions, Caesar and Caligula, intensely lit heads of actors painted
to simulate classical marble portrait busts perform in front of
starkly dark backgrounds. Clever inversion of the persistence of
vision phenomenon creates dramatic tension. At first one is fascinated by the disquieting relationship between living human
flesh and the not fully believable simulation of cold, hard stone.
Suddenly, quickly, just when least expected, a movement interrupts the stillness, an eye blinks, the human trumps the illusion
of the inanimate, and the bust seems made of living flesh. Just as
quickly, the movement ceases. The tension between animate and
inanimate reasserts itself. The delicious unease when only one
screen is viewed becomes more disconcerting as one’s peripheral
vision comes into play when the two are viewed simultaneously.
Arranged in a single row along the wall, X-ray-like images on irregular dark shapes float within severe geometric frames in
one series of works by Jessica Goldfinch. What is real seems oddly

out of place when presented out of the context of living organisms.
Disconnected images of body parts and fetal forms take on lives of
their own. The objective truths of life, disease, and death are transformed into a series of aesthetic objects whose ambiguous titles and
contexts suggest an illusive poetic significance. Names like Red
Handed, Floater, and Staccato offer the possibility of discovering
beauty within the dehumanizing objectivity of the clinical gaze.
Arranged in another single row, a series of mixed media drawings fascinate and amuse. A windmill of arms and
hands named Hands On carves away at the bloody stump of
an amputated leg with the dispassionate simplicity and decontextualized realism of nineteenth century medical illustrations. A mostly unclothed woman with red-cloth-covered head
works out on a miniature weight machine in Hard Pressed. In
Bored, a blindfolded therapist manipulates the legs of a surprisingly docile cat. Is it the cat that is bored? The would-be therapist? Or is ‘bored’ a pun for the ‘board’ on which the cat lies?
With a deftness that lies at the heart of an art and wit, this deftly
drawn work achieves a quiet balance between arcane and ironic.
Brian Guidry’s paintings might at first seem an anomaly
in a group exhibition where so many of the artists have relied on
representational images, irony, and humor. Guidry’s paintings are
different in that they are non-representational with no allusive puns
or representational references to tease one’s funny bone. Yes, there
is the abstract expressionism of David Sullivan’s animation essays
and Rachel Jones’ painterly work, but Guidry’s approach is that of
6

Jessica Goldfinch: Praying Hands, 2009.

the painter whose references lie within the domain of art history.
One may ask if his thinking is in the manner of the post-painterly
abstraction of artists like Joan Mitchell or Richard Diebenkorn,
works indexed to the natural world. Or is it more in the vein of
Kenneth Noland’s minimalism or Frank Stella’s hard-edged work
of art as object with red-herring titles? Guidry’s use of names
like Near Saint Claude and Under the House may or may not be
of this order of thinking. Such comparisons whether conclusive
or not enrich one’s appreciation of the art. What may be more
important is that Guidry’s work stimulates one to ask these questions even if answers themselves are illusive.
The large Line Painting is an essay in dynamic formal
design, a poem of rhyming formal elements and formal metaphors. How much, or to what degree, has the history of art influenced Guidry’s art? Is it unreasonable to see a kinship if not influence with early twentieth century German Expressionism? Does
Guidry’s dynamic geometry originate from an inspiration similar
to what motivates Kuba fiber arts? Instead of trying to answer or
argue these questions thus making their resolution ends in themselves, the viewer will find it more satisfying to experience the
painting qua painting and let the academic questions lie.
Line Painting, like Near Saint Claude and Under the
House despite their superficial differences, are dynamic visual
fields of restless energy. The illusion of multilayered spaces is

achieved only with an absolute control of the medium and understanding of the principles of design. One dead spot within the
rectangle can kill the effect of the whole and nowhere is that the
case with these paintings. Lines, shapes, planes, colors, values,
harmonies never stultify viewers’ experiences. Certainly, since,
in our contemporary art world appropriation and polysemous
sourcing are legitimate activities, one might say “Oh, Near Saint
Claude and Under the House remind me of Hans Richter’s pseudo-expressionist works” or ask “Wouldn’t it be interesting to
compare the artist’s linear and gestural paintings to the earlier
and later Stella!” Any or all of these essays in interpretation
could be true or false, and that contributes to the enjoyment of
the artist’s work, but above these concerns is the importance of
experiencing Guidry’s paintings as paintings whose value lies
not in the ‘literary’ but in the visual, visceral experience of the
visual.
SEVERAL OF THE artists have drawn from local popular culture in the production of their bodies of work. Titles like The Oyster and the Hot Sauce, The Lawn Jockey’s Revenge, and Sacred
Heart Attack would certainly lead one to suspect a comedic intent
and Scott Guion’s zany humor is indeed hilarious. Even the slick
application of paint mimics the impersonal commercial technique
of the airbrush.
7

the fat man was erased in his death at Altamont.
Other, less historically specific paintings, like Love Story
with its circular braided rug made from sheets allows each viewer
to project her/his own love story into the amorphous space in the
painting. Sheets are literal allusions to the physical intimacy that
may or may not be the expression of whatever it is that one calls
love. Was it intentional, consciously or otherwise, that Jones’ installation is like that of “Dread” Scott Tyler’s “What Is The Proper Way
To Display A U.S. Flag?” A Jones-Scott parallel would add a fascinating layer of signification.
There is an irony in the application of the traditional medium of oil paint, with its romantic, individual, and expressive associations, over synthetic paper, and the question of how one covers
the truths of experience with the illusion of representation. There
seems a precarious balance between natural and synthetic, oil and
acrylic, empirical and proscribed experience. For one’s memories
aka enculturated values, stored within one’s minds, are indeed one’s
identity: human experience, painting as experience, memories of
experience dissolving in time, human tragedy and disasters selectively washed away. What remains real is the substance of the paint
and the traces of its application.

Guion’s parodies of American Regionalism turn Robert
Frank’s The Americans on its head. The artist recycles images from
pop advertising as characters in absurd plots, from the happy waffle
from Waffle House to French Quarter tassel dancer Allouette LeBlanc (who died spring 2009), an angry sweet and adorable Mr. Bingle with gun going after the dog that stole his ice cream cone hat
and candy cane, the top-hat-spats-and-cane dressed Acme Oyster
House man, and the Baumer Family’s Crystal Hot Sauce. Humorous to an outsider, even more so to a native New Orleanian for
whom the associations would tickle youthful memories, these
paintings are the third generation progeny of American/British Pop.
CHRISTOPHER JAHNCKE’S FIFTEEN two-dimensional, mixed
media, collaged meteorite works from 2007 through 2008 may be
interpreted as evolved conceptually, if not actually (at least for the
rhetorical purposes of this commentary), from the amoebic mass
drifting through the pictorial intercellular space of Bolobus. Like an
aesthetic ur-karyote, Bolobus represents a mass of possibilities
pulsing with aesthetic homologues of subcellular vascular forms
with morphing elements emerging and submerging in the aesthetic
fluids of the artist’s imagination.
As Jahncke’s thinking passes through a phase state of
lower energy, towards entropy, the lively colors of Bolobus undergo a red shift represented by the two Untitled works. Colors are
limited to a narrow range of reds. Vacuoles desiccate, forming
holes like worn lava rocks. The multicolored ‘wiring’ of Bolobus
dries out like starfish stranded on the rocks as the tide ebbs. In
works like Corona and Cielo, one encounters the world of black
holes and meteor craters where light and matter condense in the
ineffable density of ‘star-iron’ formed when a ‘falling star’ enters
into the substance of the earth. In Old Egg, [NoTitle], and Old
Growth, irregular concentric patterns have the character and coloration of primeval lichens.
Whatever the usefulness of this rhetorical allegory, the interesting point is that a speculative narrative emerged in response to
the desire (need?) to make sense of the whole. One of the measures
of the significance of a work of art, for myself, is the thoughts and
feelings inspired by the experience. From this perspective, Jahncke’s meteorite panels with their tachiste handling of materials
serve as ur-morphs for quiet meditations on being and becoming
and the nature of an artist’s inspirations.

ONE CAN HEAR a distant echo of late 1960s and 1970s Photorealism in Michelle Levine’s oil on canvas paintings of destroyed
MacDonald’s signage in Slidell, New Orleans East, Metairie, and
Chalmette. Imitating the style that memorialized the icons of American popular culture, or, perhaps, represented their emptiness and
superficiality, Levine has recorded in a very matter-of-way the destruction of one of American consumer culture’s most ubiquitous
symbols, the golden arches of MacDonald’s. If the original photorealism in all its impersonality appeared on the verge of the decline
of American economic and political power in the world, Levine’s oil
on canvas paintings, devoid of any sentimentality or individual expression, objectively represent one aftermath of the failure of government policies and planning that exacerbated the disaster of the
hurricane. One could read the impersonality of the artist’s technique as a sign of resignation and inability to reverse the bureaucratic course of neglect, or as memento morii commemorating the
hubris of any faith in absolute power, economic or otherwise.
THE LIFE AND career of New Orleans-based R&B artist Fats
Domino was the inspiration for several of Gina Phillips’ adaptations of folk art media and styles. In the oil and colored pencil on
paper Walking to the Battle of New Orleans, the deliberate awkwardness of the drawings mimics naïve painting technique. The
composition conflates a representation of the Battle of New Orleans, which took place on January 15, 1815, with an allusion to the
story of the creation of Walking to New Orleans in 1960, with the
white-suited figure of a young Fats Domino pausing to watch a nutria wandering along the river bank while walking, presumably,
from Lafayette to New Orleans.
Conflation is Phillip’s notion of combining outsider artmaking techniques with events involving pop cultural icons. The
artist’s fabric, thread, paint, and canvas (another fabric) Fats Got
Out refers to the curious misinformation surrounding Fats Domino’s dis- and re-appearance during and after Katrina in 2005. A
smiling, bright green-suited figure of the beloved R&B singer hovers over peaceful bayou waters, arms outstretched in joyous parody
of a miraculous false death and resurrection. ‘Painted’ and ‘drawn’

RACHEL JONES’ OIL on synthetic paper paintings have multiple,
sometimes contradictory, layers of meaning. Initial references are
elided to the verge of erasure through materials, process, technique,
and/or the viewer’s response.
In Fat Man (Altamont), sensuous surfaces of paint signifying the direct and personal involvement of the artist in the process
of painting both present and dissolve the photographic memory of
an important event in 1960s American pop culture history. The
memory of the violent death of a fat man at the event that hoped to
implant the spirit of Woodstock to the West Coast runs the risk of
dissolving in a wistful nostalgia washing over the disastrous failure
of countercultural ideals that was Altamont. The ugliness of the historical is suffused with a painterly patina analogous to the lysergic
acid diethylamide haze that clouded the festival experience. The act
of painting masks the historical truth as Freud citing Da Vinci so
trenchantly pointed out. Applied with the flexible brush of the artist, the fluid nature of paint ‘whites out’ memory much as the life of
8

with fabric remnants and thread to simulate the look of paint when
viewed from a distance, the delicate colors and soft, palpable texture may remind one of the religious pictures that used to hang on
your grandmother’s walls.
Christopher Saucedo’s ¼ scale replicas (unassembled)
with poster are witty fun. The artist’s facile imagination has invented delightfully absurd objects like Pencil King, The Three Bears,
Fool’s Challenge, and Eye to Eye which are presented on fanciful
promotional posters. But these posters are only half of each work.
Imitating the scale model kits one buys at hobby stores, Saucedo
provides the parts needed to build the advertised ¼ scale model.
Cast in bronze or aluminum and displayed still connected to the
runners, sprues and gates through which the molten metal flowed to
the molds, the complete kit (unassembled) is displayed on the wall
beneath the related poster so one can see what the successfully
(good luck with that) assembled scale model should look like.
The works would merely be a display of witty humor if it
were not for the careful design of the posters, planning of the layout
of the runners, sprues, and gates, and efficient and aesthetically
purposeful arrangement of the individual parts. Saucedo has carefully synthesized aesthetic concerns, technical mastery of casting
and design, and a playful imagination à la Calder and Hairy Who?’s
Jim Nutt. The result is a three dimensional relief that might have
seemed abstract if one wasn’t in on the referent..
Karoline Schleh has reused vintage stereo-photographs
and cabinet photographs in two series of works dating from 2006
through 2009. Stereoscopic photography was an early essay in virtual reality that captured the public imagination with an illusion of
a three dimensional world. Just old enough and living in a town
small enough to remember a basket of stereoscope cards and the
simple viewer lying atop the reference shelves, I vaguely remember
my sense of wonder at the illusion. Just as the prisms of our minds
construct the fantasies of our imagination from the raw data of the
binary stereoscopic images of the card, so has Schleh created her
miniature fantasies using graphite, water color, gouache et cetera.
Like Joseph Cornell’s boxes, juxtaposed images intermingling with
visual elements and titles suggesting narratives tease one’s imagination and loosen the strings of convention that bind one’s thoughts.
The intimate scale of the artist’s imaginations might be more fully
experienced as intended, not as displayed, framed with wide mats
and hanging on the wall, with the viewer’s attention taxed by the
physical effort of standing, but quietly experienced lying on a table
in a comfortable, quiet room where one can examine them at leisure, perhaps with the aid of a magnifying glass to aid in the discovery of subtle details.
The images and objects in Maxx Sizeler’s installation
Gender Remix: Working Drawings II are arranged against a background of alternating wide vertical baby pink, light yellow, and pale
blue stripes like a department store window display of the artist’s
ideas. The infinite combinations of the pastel primaries of pink, yellow, and blue offer the possibility of eliding and erasing the boundaries of a circumscribed gender-colored world. Drawings are arranged on the vertical wall with the related objects below on the
floor. Sizeler’s delicate, sensitive drawings and shaping of objects
address the most important question of why does society consider
the question of gender identity as one of either/or. Cars may be for
boys; shoes may be for girls; but, why can’t both be for both?
Gently challenging the issue of social controls, the artist whispers
loudly that one defines oneself from within, not from without.
The sixty-two photographs of various signs of greater and

lesser degrees of quality in varying states of dilapidation and disrepair in and around the New Orleans area are interesting examples of
outsider art. They are interesting in and of themselves because of
the goods and services they advertise, unexpected phrasing, and as
visual form both to the ethnographer and the appreciator of the unusual, naïve, and accidental. The photographer, Chris Sullivan, has
discovered expressions of that primal, untutored social energy that
Brad Benischek worked so diligently to rediscover within himself
in his Drawstallation. I do find the title of the series, Underperforming Billboard Dreams in New Orleans, misleading for the
goods and services advertised may well have satisfied both provider
and consumer.
An amorphous mass of darkness pulses amid fields of yellow, yellowish green and pale blue. In eerie sympathy with arrhythmic primordial sounds, David Sullivan’s Swamp Gas could be somber parody of Mason Williams’ Classical Gas (originally titled
Classical Gasoline). On the opposite wall the fantasy of Sunset Refinery’s morphing storage tank forms bring back vague memories
of Ballet mechanique sans any celebration of modernity or machinery. Sullivan’s danse macabre seems an expression of the death that
lies beneath the exotic glimmering beauty of refinery flames silhouetted against the nighttime sky as one leaves New Orleans along the
I-10 bridge in the middle of the night, an elegiac movement of sulphurous colors, shapes, and sounds, as seductive as the macabre
eroticism of the dance of Salome and as poisonous as the atmospheres of Robert Warrens’ petrolluted Louisiana landscapes.
One always looks forward to discovering what new adventures Monica Zeringue’s Lilliputian adolescent females have invented for themselves. An undulating mass of hair suspended from
above ‘falls’ Heavy-ly over heads and shoulders of two naives. Thirteen figures stand on and embrace each other to draw the calligraphic tress of Structure 2. Slow and purposeful movement ranging from naïve elegance to interlacing serpentine arabesques echo
Hodler’s painted dreams and twining forms of nineteenth century
Art Nouveau. A cluster of bending balletic bodies intertwining with
strands of hair creates a flowing fountain of forms in Hold.
Generating personal space amid the ambiguity of the page
with the practiced efficiency of a mime, the quiet and intimate
mood is reminiscent of Gertrude Kasebier’s photographic idylls or
Thomas Dewing’s quiet paintings of women’s lives. Whether standing, sitting, twining, climbing, or crawling with the serious nonchalance of Degas’ ballerinas, these innocent young egos are engaged
in quiet, intimate pantomime free from any self-conscious concern
about what anyone might think.
Hot Up Here is an aesthetically and intellectually demanding show. The variety of different approaches to art requires the
viewer to continually refocus attention if one is to be more than a
superficial observer racing from work to work, wall to wall, space
to space. Different works require different orders of thinking.
Light-hearted humor contrasts with thoughtful reflections. Sensitive handling of media vies with works tweaking jaded expectations. It is worth the time and effort necessary to allow each artist’s
work to exert its influence and for the viewer to become engaged
with each work in its turn.
							
q
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Robert Colescott: WMD: Remembering Sardanapalus, 2004-2006. A/C, 84” high.

Colescott’s Rich Meaning
By Kathy RODRIGUEZ

ley for his master’s, then to Cairo, where he was influenced by
non-western narrative tradition. Narratives, both historical and
personal, are the foundation of the work in Troubled Goods.
Two large-scale works dominate the exhibit. The scale,
color, and energetic brushwork of WMD: Remembering Sardanapalus draws the viewer into the exhibit from a place of prominence
on the wall facing the entrance. The composition is based on a
historical source, the painting Death of Sardanapalus by Eugène
Delacroix. Wall text for this piece states Colescott’s comparison
between the Assyrian king depicted in the Delacroix and Sadaam
Hussein, and his signature cool red “invoke[es] the human toll of
America’s neo-colonial invasion of Iraq.” Colescott reverses the
diagonal thrust and placement of figures in the original composition, creating an image that literally mirrors the events. Colescott describes his training at Berkeley, with emphasis on formal innovations by Cézanne, in an oral history interview with
Paul Kolstrom in the Smithsonian archives. Formal manipulations and a study of the architecture of the Delacroix cultivated
by his training are evident in color and the reverse composition,
as is the gestural painting he developed post-abstract expressionism. Though expressionistic slashes of color punctuate the already energetic brushwork in the red background of this piece,
they are actually careful renderings of figures and personal iconography. Colescott shares a personal understanding of war
in a calculated image founded in a deep knowledge of history.
The second monumentally scaled piece shares a similar
palette but different context. Sleeping Beauty is tied to Colescott’s
inclusion as the first African American representative of the United

ROBERT COLESCOTT:
Troubled Goods
Arthur Roger Gallery
New Orleans, LA

THE CLEAN LINES and white walls at Arthur Roger Gallery provide an equal balance to the vibrant and expressive paint that composes ten works on canvas and paper by the late artist Robert Colescott in the show Troubled Goods. This installation of the work
is part of a 2007 traveling exhibit curated by Peter Selz, who published an accompanying text illuminating the survey of ten years
of the artist’s painting. Colescott died of Parkinsonian syndrome
in June 2009; with family roots in New Orleans, this presentation of his later works brings the work of the artist to its origins.
Colescott’s biography is full of the references and experiences that inform this near-last decade of paintings; expertly
organized, they in turn inform the viewer of essential aspects of
the life of the artist. Roberta Smith details some aspects of his
life in her response to the artist’s death in the New York Times,
and elements of his biography are easily found throughout many
journals, interviews, statements, and articles. His parents moved
from New Orleans in 1919 to California, where Colescott was
born in Oakland in 1925. He volunteered for service in World
War II, helping to liberate the concentration camps at Dachau.
After the war, he earned a bachelor’s degree in art from University of California at Berkeley, and studied for a year in Paris
with Fernand Léger. Future travels brought him back to Berke10

Robert Colescott: Who Killed Cock Robin, 1993. A/C, 41.5” high.

States at the 47th Venice Biennale in 1997. In a video created by
Arthur Roger Gallery for the exhibit, Jandova Cattron, the fifth
wife of the artist, describes Colescott’s experience in the Australian
Pavillion at the exhibit, where he encountered aboriginal Dream
Paintings by a group of female artists. To summarize generally,
these paintings detail creation stories in particular and abstract dotpattern formal language. As Cattron notes, they tell the story of
“a people, and a person, over time.” Colescott, according to Cattron, sought to show the absences of people of color in art. This
absence seems to be filled in this composition, telling a story of
presence. Colescott combines his palette with the formal language
of Dream Paintings, filling an uncolored void in the composition
with figural strokes and dot patterns, as though new stories emerge
from a tear through a beating membrane. Colescott reinvigorates and corrects history by adding to it his personal experience.
Similarly to Philip Guston, Colescott rejected the dominant art movement of his time, making figural work in opposition
to what he felt to be the chaos of abstract expressionism. Figuration maintained a strong presence in his work over the years of his
career, used to show a personal version of history. In the exhibit,
comparatively small scale figural works on paper tell stories about
relationships among Colescott, art, and society using a personal
iconography. All Roads Lead to Rome turns the Mona Lisa into
an African American female, juxtaposing her frontal centrality in
the composition with Egyptian figures and icons in the past behind her. Colescott replaces western history with that of Africa,
placing a person of color centrally in an art historical piece valued for its innovation in representation and portraiture, filling that
absence by what Cattron notes as the means of art-making, and
art history, itself. Temptation of St. Anthony has a social realist
appearance, referring to the trials of the saint with a witch-like
triad of women emerging from a campfire, startling a young and
isolated African American male. This seems to be a social realism

of sexuality, also evident in drawings of 1930’s burlesque, showing
the simultaneous taboo and tease of sex in particular situations.
Other pieces on paper have less evident art historical
references and rely on the language of painting and drawing, almost like notes from Colescott’s biography and artistic practice.
Mother’s Reach depicts Lyda, Colescott’s mother, as a fair-skinned
woman with flowing and flaming red hair. Colescott highlights
his mother’s Creole heritage by depicting her with light skin, but
might at the same time suggest a kind of oedipal desire, encouraged by other paintings considering sexual taboos between white
women and black men. Her hair disappears into Colescott’s signature red-violet background, evoking a continuation of warmth
from the woman into everything surrounding her. He emphasizes her breasts and nipples with white contour, setting them
perkily against her ribcage, though they simultaneously seem
to sag as though from nursing. Disembodied heads float in the
four corners of the composition, one nestled beneath a breast. It
is a complicated piece, suggesting both philia and eros. Maybe
this is homage to his mother as both a nurturer and a sexual being, showing her as a full individual, not as a single role-player.
It is difficult to approach any of Colescott’s works so
briefly; they are rich with imagery, metaphor, and both personal
and public meaning. But, Colescott’s sense of humor also dominates these works, and so interpretation is a great deal of fun.
They may mean something different to everyone, but it is important that they communicate so universally. They can mean
something to everyone. Their reach is as monumental as their
scale, palette, and subject matter. They compel us to consider
our relationship to them and to the history they depict. They
relate new histories through the language of paint, but also
through their representation of basic gestures of being human.
q
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Bo Bartlett: Young Life, 1994. O/C.

Bo Bartlett at the Ogden
ThOMASINE BARTLETT

to Paleolithic cave dwellers. A young man is central to each of
these paintings; his right leg is cocked and his provider/virility is
displayed on his right side. In The Good Old Days, the man’s right
hand is on the tail of a human-sized fish, suspended in a noose
from (apparently) heaven, hung head down and dripping blood.
His left arm is draped over the shoulders of a young woman wearing a mini-skirt and a large brown sweater that covers her pregnant
belly as her head rests on the man’s left shoulder. In the left foreground of the painting (the man’s right) a small blond child looks
away apprehensively as her gossamer white skirt billows around
her small frame. Backed by a big, old, light green pick-up truck,
the protagonist of Young Life has a rifle butt resting casually on
his right hip, supported by his right hand and canted off to aim
directly at the upper left corner of the canvas. The rifle is starkly
silhouetted against the clear blue sky that also provides a backdrop
for the deer slung over the cab of the truck. A young woman in
loose-fitting blue jeans presses the length of her body against the
man’s left side, her left hand possessively resting on his lower abdomen. A boy in a red sweater glares at the viewer from the right
foreground (the man’s left), standing spread-legged and wielding
a stick. These two paintings, isolated from each other and from
the other paintings in the show, seem the most straightforward of

BO BARTLETT
Paintings
Ogden Museum of Southern Art
New Orleans, LA
—

SIX LARGE PAINTINGS from the collection of Sandy and Otis
Scarborough constitute the show of work by Bo Bartlett currently on display at the Ogden Museum of Southern Art. The show
opened August 1, 2009, for White Linen Night, and will remain in
place through January 3, 2010. The six paintings that comprise
the official show are installed on the fifth floor of the museum; an
additional painting, on loan from local collectors Robin and Michael Wilkinson, is hung in the atrium of Goldring Hall, where it
both welcomes visitors to the museum and gives them a preview of
the epic drama in the upstairs gallery.
Young Life, 1994, hung in the first floor atrium, and The
Good Old Days, 2000, hung outside the fifth floor gallery housing
the other five works, have a similarity that differs from the other
pieces in this show. These independently hung paintings display
a quirky sentimentality for a Southern machismo that harks back
12

Bo Bartlett: The Good Old Days, 2000. O/C.

black soldier, backed by a drift of purest white snow. The muse is
centered in the composition; the shallow reflective pool of the foreground reflects the Pieta/goddess and her burden, while its waters
lap at the body of a prone, semi-nude white man with a bandaged
head, his naked back presented to the viewer. In the right background, a fully clothed (therefore non-allegorical?) woman supports the shoulders of another dead or wounded soldier. Suffused
with the pinks and lavenders of dawn or dusk, the sky darkens and
gathers around the central muse. While interesting, and, perhaps
in the tradition of American cinema, this over-the-top, allegorical
sentimentality does not really reflect the American Realist style of
Thomas Eakins, and Winslow Homer, or even Andrew Wyeth. For
example, in Eakins’ Gross Clinic, it is the intellectual and scientific
pioneering of Dr. Gross that inspires Eakins to paint him as the
modern hero, with the light of enlightenment bouncing from his
bald pate and bloody hand as he lectures at the Jefferson Medical
College. This is quite a distance, conceptually, from the narrative
allegory of Bartlett’s Civil War.
Actually, all of Bartlett’s works in this show invoke the
narrative quality of a film still – a frozen moment taken from a
larger story – but perhaps the most compelling is Leviathan. In

the lot, and, perhaps, more in the American Realist tradition of
Winslow Homer, Thomas Eakins and Andrew Wyeth – painters to
whom Bartlett has been compared -- than some of the other works
in this show.
Like all of Bartlett’s paintings, Young Life and The Good
Old Days are large – they are in the epic scale of academic history
paintings, with figures shown life size. However, the paintings
discussed so far depict scenes taken from an observable reality,
which is not true of all of Bartlett’s work. In 1986, Bartlett earned
a certificate in filmmaking from New York University (which let
to a collaboration with Betsy Wyeth on Snow Hill, a documentary
of her husband Andrew Wyeth), and filmic ideas seem increasingly evident in his work. The scale of the paintings is the scale
of Cinema -- each larger-than-life painting echoes the suspension
of reality familiar from the Technicolor screen – while the images
themselves represent the sort of non-reality for which the special
effects of cinema are famous.
Civil War utilizes the panoramic long shot of D. W.
Griffith to create an epic drama reminiscent of Griffith’s pioneering cinematic techniques in Birth of a Nation. A muse in shoulder-revealing white drapery cradles the body of a semi-nude, dead
13

Bo Bartlett: Leviathan, O/C.

this work, Bartlett depicts two men cutting open a beached whale
to reveal a sleeping young man wearing khakis and a chest bandage
– completely un-bloodied despite the whale blood flowing across
the sand – inside the fish’s abdomen. Like the Biblical Jonah, the
ingested figure appears unharmed by his experience. A black man
with an oar is prodding the body from above in an apparent effort
to pry it from its resting place, while a white man in a butcher’s
apron with his back to the viewer looks toward two children, a boy
and a girl, depicted in the right foreground of the picture. The boy,
a bit younger than the girl, is intently watching the Jonah figure;
the girl, adolescent and somewhat disturbingly represented in a
swimsuit, turns her head to solemnly regard the viewer.
Interestingly, Leviathan has a number of similarities to a
much earlier American painting – John Singleton Copley’s Watson
and the Shark, painted in 1778. Copley, together with Benjamin
West, began the tradition of American painting in the 18th century.
After becoming the premier portrait painter of Boston, Copley traveled to England in 1774 to study painting and extend his reputation to Europe. While in England, he was commissioned by Brook
Watson, Lord Mayor of London, to paint Watson being attacked by
a shark while swimming in Havana Harbor, Cuba, when he was 14
years old. This was Copley’s first history painting – and one of the
earliest history paintings ever made by an American artist. In light
of Bartlett’s reputation as a leader of the New American Realism,
it is certainly interesting to note the similarities of his Leviathan
and Copley’s Watson and the Shark. Both paintings include large

fish and figures as the subject matter; each has a black man as the
central pinnacle of the paintings; in each work, an oar serves as a
weapon/tool; each is large-scale and epic. While Bartlett’s work is
calmer than the frenzied efforts to rescue Watson depicted by Copley, the similarities are too great to be ignored. But some major
differences are also evident. While it was Copley’s intent to represent the shark infested waters of the New World as believably as
possible (his shark is a bit over the top, but he had never seen one),
if a bit allegorically, it does not appear that Bartlett was trying to
depict a real-world event at all. The surrealism of the semi-nude
human body inside the body of the whale precludes any suggestion of realism, if that means the depiction of real events. It seems
to me that Bartlett is working both as a realist and as a surrealist,
in the vein of Magritte or Dali. Which does not mean that the
spectacle of his work is in anyway altered – only that “realism” is
a tricky term.
Whatever term is used to describe the work of Bo Bartlett,
this show at the Ogden Museum is definitely one that should be
seen. Bartlett celebrates the art of painting in masterfully rendered
large-scale pictures, some of which seem a bit colloquial, some
allegorical, and some surreal. However, whatever term you prefer,
a first-hand view of these paintings is definitely worth a trip to the
Ogden. 							
q
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Michael Kessler: Wall Cluster, 2009. Acrylic on board, 79” high.

Biomorphic Alchemy
BY Kathy Rodriguez

lends itself well to the exploration of ideas of the natural world
by Deedra Ludwig and Michael Kessler, shown in exhibits at Le
Mieux and Gallery Bienvenu, respectively. In addition to welldocumented press and exhibition records, both share an interest in
biomorphic form, the abstraction of the natural world recognizable
in the works of Miró and other artists of the early to mid-twentieth
century. Each distills information from the natural world with an
alchemical manipulation of materials, transforming their media
into a wealth of layered, nuanced imagery evoking the delicately
balanced fragility of existence. Their work shares an interest in the
sublime, the terribly large unknown that encompasses the world
outside us, familiar to Romantic landscape painting. Though each

MICHAEL KESSLER
New Works.
Gallery Bienvenu
DEEDRA LUDWIG
New Works.
Le Mieux
New Orleans, LA

ABSTRACTIONS ARE DISTILLATIONS. They show the essence of a given subject matter, creating layers of meaning. The
purification of subject matter inherent in this formal language
15

Deedra Ludwig: Land and Air, 2009. M/M, 48 “ high.

leafed imprint echoes the shape of a fleur de lis, creating a connection between the painting and New Orleans. Shapes like these float
among organic lines that trace the delicate growth of vine tendrils,
the paths of snails, or finely drawn roots. All lines point to typically overlooked moments in the life of the landscape. Though the
imagery is pressed against the surface of the picture plane, there
is simultaneously a foggy depth to her compositions, much like
the layers in a Turner. Land and Air shows an encroaching darkness at its ethereal corners that particularly echoes the sense of the
sublime that paintings by Turner portray, and imminent danger, to
which the landscapes Ludwig chooses are vulnerable. Her delicate
lines and layers enhance the sense of fragility about these places.
Ludwig chooses paper framed for presentation, canvas,
and panel for her painting surfaces. The paintings are solid structures, though composed of fragile layers of materials. Panel gives
the work an iconic feel, while canvas places them in the tradition
of oil painting. This tradition also includes an environmentally
dangerous history; many of the media associated with this practice

approaches these ideas in their own abstract paintings, their aesthetic language is markedly different; their aims seem different,
too.
Ludwig embraces the imperiled landscape in approachably large-scaled paintings on canvas and panel. According to
her statement, she aims to “express the essence” of endangered
sites including the Florida Everglades, the Louisiana coast, and
the Pacific Northwest. Several residencies and her own motivation have brought her through worldwide travel, during which she
collects materials to be used as pigments and collage in the work.
She emphasizes a specific connection between the painting and
the landscape by using soils, roots, chalks, and other colors from
the sites she visits. Once she transports these to her studio, she
mixes them with oils, dammar resin, and wax, as well as metals and minerals, alchemically transforming common materials
into rich media. She applies her mixtures in atmospheric layers,
which reveal and conceal collages of dried plants and flowers and
the imprints of leaf and feather shapes. In Vulnerability, a tri16

Deedra Ludwig: Exquisitely Sensuous, 2009. M/M, 20” high.

of painting are hazardous. It seems an odd juxtaposition, since
Ludwig so carefully emphasizes the naturalness of her materials.
And, though the intensely saturated pinks and oranges that show
in some of the work can be found in places in nature, they are also
somewhat formidable colors. Ludwig seems to create a dialogue
between history and sustainability, which leaves some questions
about the sustainability of her work unanswered. She is meticulous, wise, and well-spoken about her choices, though, and so her
efforts to conserve do seem emphasized over any hazards the history of oil painting might offer.
Kessler lacquers acrylic paints – a medium with a highly industrial history – on panel, resulting in smooth, opaque and
transparent layers. This choice of media signals a difference in
the concerns between his and Ludwig’s work. But, he, too, says in
his statement that “nature provides the basis upon which my work
exists.” In a sense, he also tries to reconcile nature with paint,
but does so by manipulating his acrylics into images that balance
organic with geometric, creating a sense of yin and yang. He masterfully crafts his paint with modified tools, disguising paint as the
record of time preserved in the land: earth, bones, water ripples. In
a sense, he recreates portions of the landscape on panel through a
dazzling alchemical transformation of common paint.
Though inspired by the landscape, his aim seems not focused on preservation as much as rumination. Colors of sand and
blackened earth are divided geometrically, and dark paths curve
under and over rectangular separations of the picture plane in the
oblong panels of Wall Cluster. Compositionally, the work could
read like a film strip. The movement of the lines records a meandering path, and in front of this large scale work, the viewer
paces and visually traces this path through time. The large scale
also gives a sense of the sublime; it encompasses the viewer in it
back-and-forth stillness and movement. These panels also recall
glass slides beneath the lens of a microscope, images of a sample

of a living entity frozen for the contemplation of the viewer. These
are blown up to scale in which a person could fit inside – they
are not microscopic themselves, but enlarge that tiny experience to
perhaps its correct magnitude. Translucent white paint over a dark
background in Bismuth convincingly references X-ray imaging, as
though Kessler has given us a peek into the inside of the natural
processes and structure of his abstractions. Other areas of masterfully manipulated paint seem to be fossils frozen in petrified earth.
Smaller scale works are at times layered with clear resin,
giving what Kessler has said, in an e-mail, some viewers have described as a “gem like” quality. This layer adds another dimension
to the pieces, which invite a different intimacy than close scrutiny
of the surface of the larger work. In the small scale, the viewer is
given a whole to closely consider, impossible with a larger size.
Little paintings are like small jewels among the “fossils” embedded in Kessler’s large pieces, and their tiny shininess provides a
balance to the scale of the bigger work.
Both Ludwig and Kessler invite the viewer into essential
places. Their images are of elements that are often overlooked
but are intrinsically of our world. Both deal with landscape as a
starting point for their abstractions, but Ludwig focuses more on
the preservation of places, while Kessler asks us to consider our
place in their delicate balance. The viewer is given pause in front
of the paintings, searching for the wealth of information buried
within the layers of each. It is this pause, an invitation to linger and
quietly contemplate, which seems most important to the artists and
their work.						
q
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Warren Prindle: Silver Tanks, 2009. Oil on panel, 15” high.

Three Exhibitions
BY JUDITH BONNER

Gallery is displaying an extended Summer Show, and the Carol
Robinson Gallery is featuring Curtis Jaunsen and Warren Prindle,
along with a number of other artists. Many of the works in these
exhibitions suggest an overall quietness, a sense of introspection.
At Carol Robinson Gallery, plein air painter Warren Prindle focuses on a cotton plant in a rural Louisiana town and the
effects of the plant’s closing. Although the works are painted from
direct observation, there is a photographic quality about the scenes.
In those views with humans, the figures do not interact. They seem
withdrawn and isolated from each other. Prindle documents the
industrial site in a small scene showing a motionless conveyor belt
constructed on an angle between two buildings. The Southern Cotton Oil Company Blues depicts the closed factory with a symbolic
solitary cotton bale at the left. Silver Tanks shows two silos and a
small outbuilding with a cross visible in the background, a clear reference to the faith that sustains the people in this rural community.
Anonymous SoCo Worker, a small oil portrait head of an
African-American man is sympathetic in its rendering, and recalls similarly sensitive portraits of the 1930s by artists John McCrady (1911-1968) and Daniel Webster Whitney (1896-1965),

FACULTY EXHIBITION
Academy Gallery
CURTIS JAUNSEN
WARREN PRINDLE
Carol Robinson Gallery
JOHN STANFORD
PAUL TARVER
Summer Show
Cole Pratt Gallery
New Orleans, LA
-

THERE ARE CURRENTLY three group shows in New Orleans
galleries are noteworthy. All three exhibitions feature representational and non-objective artworks displayed harmoniously
side-by-side. Throughout the three exhibitions, the works are
well-conceived with sound principles of design and excellence in
craftsmanship. The subjects include the expected range of studies:
portraits, landscapes, figure studies, still lifes, and genre scenes.
The Academy Gallery is presenting a faculty exhibition, Cole Pratt
18

John Stanford : Marsh Sunset, 2009. O/C, 30” high.

Red Tide is elusive. A young dark-haired girl, her head bent
downward as she seems to stroll, is set against a deep ultramarine red ground, which is mottled and crackled. The overall effect recalls the color of old red brick buildings found in cities
like St. Louis. The closeness of the vivid background confines the
young girl to a shallow space between the wall and the viewer.
Noah Saterstrom exhibits a group portrait of jazz musicians titled Buddy Bolden Brand II. The foursome is faceted, but
unobtrusively so. The four central figures are centrally placed,
while two hazily sketched figures can be observed on either side.
Each figure holds a musical instrument—guitar, trombone, clarinet, trumpet, and base fiddle. A piano is suggested at the right edge
of the canvas, with light blue semi-transparent key-like strokes
juxtaposed on the dark suit of one of the men. The painting appears to draw its inspiration from an historic photograph, with the
formally arranged musicians wearing black dress suits. The composition is broadly painted with a palette knife; the features of the
four principle figures are generalized. Two of the faces are painted
with a pronounced light-colored mask-like effect that recalls the
Phantom of the Opera. Upon reflection, the painting has a context beyond the superficial and deserves further contemplation.
A large vertical composition of a Woman with Falcon
by Jere Allen, a frequent exhibitor at the Robinson Gallery, appears to be allegorical. The glistening white figure, painted in fluid
strokes of thick impasto, appears to float upward toward the falcon.
In Woman with Toucan the bird appears to have merged with the
woman, whose expressive face is simultaneously undecipherable.
The overall composition captures a sense of Caribbean exoticism.

both of whom portrayed working class men in light blue work
shirts. All three imbue their sitters’ with a sense of quiet dignity.
Prindle’s choice of “anonymous” worker for the title establishes
a universal status for the unnamed—and unemployed—man.
Curtis Stewart Jaunsen’s small still life of a Red Apple
shows the fruit set against a dark ground with a subtle shadow
in the foreground. Despite the small size of the canvas, the small
apple takes on a monumental quality. One is reminded of Georgia
O’Keeffe (1887-1986), whose still lifes focused on simple elements
of nature. Jaunsen’s work differs from O’Keeffe in its modeling, intense color, and spatial depth, as well as the fact that O’Keeffe often
painted still lifes of small objects on a large scale. Young Guitarist,
a portrait of the artist’s son, shows the boy with shoulder-length
brown hair partially concealing his face. He is depicted in a moment of rest as he cradles his instrument, with his left hand still on
the fret. The overall palette is somber, yet the portrait is compelling.
Jaunsen, who studied in Florence, Italy and at the Hudson
River School for Landscape in New York, exhibits a landscape that
pays homage to the tradition of painting the wonders of the land,
yet in Jaunsen’s work the presence of man within the topography
is overt. His marine scene of Boat Harbor, Ocean Springs shows
sailboats docked along a wharf, the boats reflecting softly in the
Gulf waters, which occupy most of the foreground. The overall
scene is serene; however, the contrast with the harbor in the tense
hours before Hurricane Katrina has an underlying presence. The
viewer is aware of the “before” and “after” comparisons that occur with great regularity in this area following a disastrous storm.
The derivation for the title of James King’s Red Sky,
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Paul Tarver: Gumbo Stone II, 2009. O/C, 48” high.

Bernard Mattox is represented with his Sans Souci
Chronicles series showing interior views painted in oil on wooden box-like constructions; the high glossy surfaces of which are
smoothly lacquered. One ochre-colored construction appears to
depict the window of a second-hand shop, with the identity and
function of fantastical objects in the shop left to the viewer’s imagination. One can imagine modern lamps, sculptures, and other
shapes with Miro-inspired black blotches having spider-like heads.
These complicated compositions contrast with, but evolve from
Mattox’s past works of simple, bright white constructions inspired
by pueblos or other earlier civilizations and other archaeological
structures. Outside the gallery one finds a sculpture garden built by
David Goodman with sculptures by Eric Sarback. Looking Toward
Spring, an abstract sculpture by Lisa “Tinka” Jordy, is placed near
the window and appears to draw the sculpture garden inside the
gallery. Jordy’s abstract sculpture, a female figure split vertically
through the middle and arranged like a sidewalk advertising signboard, appears like thick slabs of blue glass mottled with gold leaf.
The Cole Pratt Gallery features oil landscapes by John
Stanford and mixed-media abstracts by Paul Tarver in its main
gallery, while other artists’ works are on view throughout the
galleries. Stanford’s landscapes, mostly Florida and Louisiana
swamp scenes, are broadly brushed. Marsh Sunset, with its lavender effects of a sunset, is reminiscent of the warm luminescent
bayou scenes by nineteenth-century landscapist Meyer Straus
(1831-1905), with the exception that Stanford’s works are painted in direct application rather than in transparent glazes. In every respect, however, Stanford’s studies of marshes and swamps
continue the tradition of Louisiana landscape painting begun in
the late nineteenth-century by Richard Clague (1821-1873), who

had worked with the Barbizon painters at Fontainebleau Forest.
A smaller work by Sanford, Oyster Marsh Study, is rendered
in cooler colors and off-white recalling pearlescent oyster shells
glistening with pastel highlights. In Dune Rise and Scrub, both of
which focus on the thwarted and sparse growth of sandy beaches, the
brush stroke is modified and modulated. Sanford, who acknowledges the influence of the Barbizon school and the Hudson River painters Thomas Cole (1801-1848), Frederick Church (1842-1924), and
Thomas Moran (1837-1926), nonetheless speaks in his own voice.
Christina Cozic’s watercolor landscape, Current depicts a tangle of Spanish moss, debris, branches, and strands
of marsh grasses growing through dried, matted weeds along
a creek with blue swirling water. Jean Lafitte XVII Reflection of a Log captures the essence of a busy swamp with a fallen log, dangling vines, leaves, and dead growth under which
the earth is teeming with life. The patterns and contours recall the watercolor paintings of Walter Anderson (1903-1965).
In his oil and encaustic on canvas, Through the Blue, Paul
Tarver concentrates on excellent craftsmanship and the principles
of art, with harmony and balance being critical to the success of his
work. This composition, with its horizontal bars and curled lines
reminiscent of the city’s ironwork balconies, is executed in a palette of muted colors: ochre, blue, and red with light highlights. The
curlicues, which are restrained and carefully balanced in these compositions, reflect the restraint and order of classical architecture.
Phil Sandusky focuses on the city’s neighborhoods and architecture, including the Vieux Carré. Characteristically, Sandusky’s
work includes the “accidental vagaries” of life in the city, including a
dump truck heading down a residential street. He captures the warm
colors of the city’s homes, especially those painted pink or blue.
20

James Beaman’s non-objective works bring to mind the
color field paintings of Hans Hoffman and Ida Kohlmeyer. The
modulated color of Beaman’s works, applied with a palette knife
and controlled drizzles over areas of brown, rust, orange, and ochre,
produce the effect of a weathered building or an old seagoing vessel.
The Academy Gallery presents its annual faculty show,
with paintings, drawings, sculpture, prints, and photographs. As
in the other two exhibitions, the majority of works express quietude. The show includes a number of portraits. Carol Peebles
empathetically renders a bearded elderly man with long matted
hair and an expressive face in the charcoal drawing Bongo Najia
Foluke. Peebles gives attention to the overall compositional arrangement, as the parallel curves of the long hair and beard are
counterbalanced by the folds of his cloak. Kathleen Trapolin’s
delicately painted watercolor portrait of an elderly gray-haired
woman seated in a wicker chair and looking directly at the viewer
presents a balance of mass and void, pattern and texture. Small
areas of cross-hatching on the belt parallel the open weave of
the wicker chair. The sitter wears simple gold hoop earrings and
a box-chain necklace that is partially hidden under the neckline
of her white blouse. She appears to have been interrupted by a
pleasant visitor, a moment of surprise still lingering on her smiling face. Jean Cassels’ nuanced Conté profile drawing of Mr. Mike
shown with rolled-up shirt sleeves differs in its execution from
three boldly colored floral still life paintings, yet all four compositions draw their influence from Renaissance compositions.
A large photograph of the Domino Sugar Refinery at Twilight by Richard Sexton, as seen from the opposite shore, appears
like a watercolor painting in its pale pink sky and its reflections
on the Mississippi River. The refinery, the largest still-operating
refinery in the world, carries the soft patina of age. The compositional is solidly constructed, with two trees forming a foreground “parenthesis” to direct the viewer’s gaze across the wide
expanse of river toward the refinery in the distance. Dense foliage
and dried reeds enliven the texture. A crane, isolated in the distant right, could be a reminder of the promise that there would be
cranes “all over the city” in the days following Hurricane Katrina.
Victoria Ryan’s photographic composition can be
compared with the surrealistic photographs of Clarence John
Laughlin (1905-1985). Two photographs, resembling a diptych, are mounted to rusted metal; the plates are then affixed
to plywood that has been painted a matte black. The spatial elements appear uncertain as four etched female figures dressed
in filmy broadly-striped red-and-white garments, dance across
the composition. The figures are obviously on a different plane.
Owen Murphy’s photograph of Lee Circle, with its nearabstract composition, shows the Robert E. Lee monument through
a pentagonal arrangement created by the substructure of a ramp
to the I-10. The monument is set against the rectangular shape of
the K&B Building with its grid of rectangular windows. A smaller
pentagonal opening at bottom left parallels the larger lens-like aperture and captures a moving pedestrian on his way to a parking lot.
A number of landscapes are painted in fluid brushstrokes,
including two views of the Mississippi Gulf Coast by Auseklis Ozols,
in which he focuses on the scars left by Hurricane Katrina. A vertical
composition of Claude’s Place shows a tall cypress near the stump
of a broken tree. Ron’s Place, a horizontal swamp scene showing
dead trees and dark murky waters of a bayou in foreground suggests
the mysteries of death and re-birth in the region’s swampy geography. Garth Swanson’s landscape, Wishbone, which emphasizes the

Y-shaped crotch of oak trees, is straightforward in its presentation.
Billy Solitario’s oil on canvas scene of Pelican Roost, North
Island, Chandeleur shows brown pelicans in pairs and small groups
nesting near a gray log in foreground while other birds, almost certainly pelicans, fly in the distance. Green plants growing near the
foreground contrast with the neutralized mauve and brown of dead
swamp grasses in the distance. Despite the obvious flight of the distant birds and the certain activity of the unseen insects and swamp
life hidden in the grasses, a sense of stillness prevails over the scene.
Appropriately, the exhibition includes a number of competent sculptures and drawings of figures studies, particularly
female nudes. Brent Barnidge’s large relief of a reclining female
nude recalls allegorical works of the Renaissance. The figure calls
to mind Michelangelo’s muscular female nudes, while the long
swirling hair is more reminiscent of the maidenly figures of Botticelli’s Primavera and Birth of Venus. Swanson’s seated nude seen
from the back is pronounced in its academic style, including the
black cloth covering the table and other studio furniture on which
the figure sits. Likewise, Sandusky’s nudes lying on animal skins
manifest the universal approach to the subject. His self-portrait
with brush in hand displays the intense expression of an artist
studying his visage in a mirror. These works with their more academic approach differ from Sandusky’s New Orleans street scenes
and landscapes on view in the Cole Pratt Gallery group show.
Darrell Brown’s still lifes are skillfully rendered, both feature fruit strategically balanced and placed straightforward across
the picture plane. Papayas are poised on a white ledge against
a black background, the green leaves lending color and balance
in this small oil painting. In Cocoloco, a charcoal drawing with
white pastel, Brown captures the texture of hairy coconuts without
becoming overly detailed. As a consequence, the composition retains a sense of freshness. Diego Larguia presents interior scenes
as still lifes in themselves, focusing on a Singer sewing machine
in one composition and the corner of a classroom or home studio in a charcoal drawing titled Clay. Here are the workings of
an artist modeling in clay arranged horizontally across the picture plane: a large ball of unformed clay at left, a female nude
seen from the back, a bust of a child, and a hand. A spray bottle
of water sits on a shelf above the modeled sculptures. Although
unseen, the artist’s presence is felt through the clay sculptures.
Nell Tilton’s has two large abstract paintings of Rivergate Vestiges on loan from the Carol Robinson Gallery. Both recall works by Ida Kohlmeyer in their overall geometric grid and
loosely brushed paint with strategically placed highlights. Both
works underscore the heedless destruction of the massive, solidly
constructed Rivergate to replace it with a haphazardly designed
gambling den that eschews the architectural heritage of the city.
Individually the majority of works in these three exhibitions seem to focus inwardly; however within the context of the
whole--and through their various media—these artists are exploring, examining, and re-thinking contemporary life and its various
facets, technologies, and complexities. Visitors to these three shows
will perceive a message that is beginning to emerge: an increased
discomfort with the world. In time the collective voice of these artists will grow in volume. Clearly, as the American public is also undergoing a self-analysis, the time is right for speaking through art.
							
q
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Linda Dautreuil: Breakaway.

Building Blocks
BY KATHY RODRIGUEZ
the paintings reveal a narrative about process and painting itself.
Dautreuil explores the essence of her visual language to create
paintings about the narrative of her process.
Breakaway is pared down to essential shapes, colors,
and texture, the roots of visual vocabulary. Four panels align in a
perfect square, formatting the clean geometry of the composition.
A layered and red-hued horizon line crosses the top of the picture plane, sealing rough-textured knife scrapes of earthy greens,
reds, browns, and blues beneath it like unexcavated fossils. An
area of pale spackled texture suggesting limestone or rocky earth
is coarsely laid across the surface of one panel under this horizon,
revealing patches of unprimed Masonite. Evidence of panel under
paint shows itself surprisingly often, and gives the composition
an overall rawness. Numbers emerge and disappear in the bottom
left corner, suggesting time or counting. Dautreuil has described
her process as cyclical, that it lacks a start and finish (similar to
the infinity of numbers), but this piece seems to narrate the origins
of her stripped formal language. She seems ready to dig for the
primordial beginning of this language.
Narrative is historically linked to painting, and so it is
logical that Dautreuil, a storyteller, turns to an exploration of the
formal qualities of paint in this series. Red River Hang Out ex-

LINDA TRAPPEY DAUTREUIL
New Work
Brunner Gallery
Covington LA
—

LINDA TRAPPEY DAUTREUIL’S work traditionally pieces narratives about Louisiana culture together in mixed media abstract
paintings on panel. They are palimpsests, layered with a variety
of techniques that unify in the finished product, suggesting a cohesion that characterizes a community. Layers throughout her
work show mystery in materials and narrative, at times implying
the inevitable dreamy obfuscation of sharp details through time.
However, a recent series of paintings on view at the Brunner Gallery in Covington seems to emphasize geometric formal language
over narrative in an effort to get to the core of the story. Their
title, Fourplex Series, initially denotes numbers and structure, basic building blocks. The paintings are mostly constructed from
four square panels each, combined to measure four feet in height
and width, and feature repetition of the four-sided pure geometric
shape within their compositions. The title of the series also references four cardinal directions, suggesting exploration. Perhaps
because they are basic and essential, the stripped layers composing
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Linda Dautreuil: Light on Water.

stract way. It may simply be a variation on design elements, but it
also recalls knitting or weaving. These delicate twines might also
be read as a visual metaphor for the formation of paintings’ narrative content, or a new growth caused by Dautreuil’s pruning of
formal language.
Abstraction lends itself to a variety of interpretations, and
so it is a rich source for experimentation. Dautreuil embraces new
experiments with formal language in recent works, which stand on
their own within the cycle of her process. Their bareness is deceptive; they are truly rich despite their economy. The presentation of
these finished experiments is much like peeking into a sketchbook,
a tool necessary to much artistic practice, and rarely publicly seen.
These paintings enrich the experience viewing older work, and anticipate a lush visual experience to come.			
q

plores paint, positioning a horizontal, drippy swath of earthy red
above intense, thick-textured vertical stripes of green, orange-red,
black, white, and pink. Stripes and washes show a spectrum of
paint application, from lean to fat. Sharing equal halves of the
composition, they are part of a set of oppositions - horizontal and
vertical, geometric and organic, visual texture and physical texture
– hung against each other. They balance themselves, much like
the ebb and flow of water and sediment at the mouth of the river is
part of a delicate process of balance of solid and liquid. That fluid
movement seems to be depicted in the back-and-forth motion of
the washy red-brown brushstrokes at the top of the picture plane.
Stripes form upended layers of deposited sediment below the river
mouth, forming a solid though vertical and precarious foundation
to the composition.
Two pieces begin to incorporate more graphic elements.
Multi-colored masses of twine-shaped line wrap and knot themselves through Night Flight and Four Plex. Dautreuil often uses
repetition and pattern in her work, but usually incorporates them
in a less aggressive way than seen here. This shape combines organic and geometric, suggesting the curvilinear illustrative quality
of Art Nouveau. It evokes undulating waves of hair or rounded
cross-contours, creating the illusion of form with two-dimensional
means. This would also place the shape specifically in the context
of the history of painting, a sign of continued investigation into
painting processes with results rendered in Dautreuil’s familiar ab23

Sophie Calle: Autobiographies: Bad Breath.

Artists on the Verge
BY KARL F. VOLKMAR

SLIGHTLY UNBALANCED
Hilliard University Art Museum
University of Louisiana at Lafayette
Lafayette, LA

allows one to understand the work of artists as diverse as Louise
Bourgeois, Cindy Sherman, and Bruce Nauman from new perspectives that range from expressions of personal experience to social
critique and induced emotional trauma.
The nature of the work in Slightly Unbalanced also raises
important questions with respect to what is expected of the viewer.
Is one to view the work with the dispassionate gaze of the clinician
observing symptoms? If so, how does this relate to art? Is one to
empathize with the experience of the artist in an induced, and hopefully temporary, simulation of an unbalanced state? Or does one
become an intrusive voyeur of others’ personal trauma? These are
just a few of the moral and ethical questions raised by the exhibition, and the viewer’s ‘enjoyment’ of emotional trauma, that would
contribute to an important discourse surrounding the exhibition.

—

SLIGHTYLY UNBALANCED IS a most interesting collection of
artists’ works that centers on states of mental instability. In this exhibition, independent curator Susan Hapgood has gathered together
an array of artists who have explored art as a therapeutic medium,
a means for visualizing mental states, and a medium for inducing
empathetic experiences in the viewer. Videos, photographs, paintings, performance documents, and installations involving mental
illness in one form or another offer insight into this fascinating
aspect of the creative mind. One becomes aware of an idea that
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Tony Oursler: Isn’t There Someone Else You Could Be?.

As one enters the exhibition, the viewer is confronted by
a maimed figure, with leg amputated just above the knee, suspended helplessly from a thin wire attached like an umbilical cord to a
painfully distended belly. Arched back and upwards thrusting neck
strain against the unremitting downward pull of gravity as arms
hang helplessly. This sister to Giacometti’s Woman with Her Throat
Cut dying a horribly violent death, Louise Bourgeois’s Femme is
the expression of the anxious tension and emotional helplessness
arising from deeply embedded psychic and physical traumas experienced by the artist as a young woman. One of the most prolific
artists of the twentieth, and now twenty-first century, Bourgeois has
continually validated the important role of art as therapeutic practice and emotional catharsis.
Further into the gallery Sophie Calle’s Autobiographies
declare their origins in personal experience. In The Razor Blade,
the minimalist simplicity of the carefully crafted rectilinear frame
outlines a large image of a woman’s body. The naïve sensuality dramatizes the violence of razor-slashed flesh in a horrific parody of
Fontana’s Concrete Art. The precision of the slash marks contrasts

with the serpentine organic contours of the body, the apparent softness of the flesh, and the innocent expression on the face of this
daughter of Van Eyck’s Ghent Altarpiece Eve. What has happened
to this woman’s body? Are we witnesses to a failed suicide? A brutal assault?
In another work, Bad Breath, Calle’s need for order asserts
itself in her photographic rendering of Sigmund Freud’s studio. Obsessive pattern and detail expressed in oriental carpets and objects
d’art intersects with the insistent rectilinearity of horizontals and
verticals and ninety-degree angles in the manner of a Roger van der
Weyden. Presence is not revealed in absence but in parody of The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. The artist’s mind finds congruency with the
studio of the famous psychoanalyst. A rigorous geometry presides
over an alchemical wedding between the Bauhaus a la Albers and
photography’s superficial objectivity.
William Pope L’s video, Pierce, is a frightening revelation
of childhood secrets. The artist’s eyes peer out, and mouth speaks,
from beneath the mask of a young boy. The assumed innocence of
experience hides the emotional traumas of childhood in an inver25

Sarah Hobbes: Untitled (Overcompensation).

sion of the photographs of children by William Klein and Ralph
Meatyard. Disguised by youth’s presumed innocence, the demons
inhabiting the child’s inner world speak to one of the demons from
the past embedded in the mind of the artist. The Lord of the Flies
lies waiting for the naivete of civilization to relax its guard for just
a moment.
The viewer becomes participant whose responses complete Bruce Naumann’s Get Out of My Mind, Get Out of This Room
in which room is metaphor for mind. Cindy Sherman’s women are
participants in the social farce: she the artist is the actress acting the
role of the actress. In Naumann’s installation, the audience becomes
the subject of the artist’s experiment. (The installation in Slightly
Unbalanced has been reconstructed in strict accord with the instructions of the Naumann Foundation and is thus more “authentic”
than its installation at the 2009 Venice Bienniale.)
The installation consists of a room constructed in the far
left corner of the gallery. The single entrance is the only source
of light, and that is minimal. At first the dark space of the room

seems empty. One becomes aware of what seems like indeterminate
sounds. Slowly, as one’s ears become accustomed to the quietness,
the sounds become the softly iterated phrase “Get Out of My Mind,
Get Out of This Room.” As one listens, the phrases accumulate as
a quietly insistent imperative. One’s level of discomfort at being in
an unwelcoming even threatening place increases. The space becomes more and more oppressive. The insistent phrases may begin
to induce a claustrophobic feeling of paranoia. One begins to feel
that one is trespassing in another’s mind. Escape is necessary to
maintain one’s sanity. Naumann’s could be a dangerous experience
if one was already suffering from mental instability.
Cindy Sherman challenges viewers by assaulting them
with the dehumanizing effect of social stereotypes. In Untitled
#351, the personality of the woman is shrouded in a caricature of
patriotism’s red, white, and blue. Lackluster eyes look at one from
beneath a heavily painted face with the woeful, lifeless stare of a
caged animal that has given up. Luxurious looking fabric swathing what remains of her being signifies identity as type rather than
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of an upper middle class home are covered with stacks and stacks
of carefully wrapped packages ranging in size from rather large to
medium to small and smaller, all covered with the same medium
blue gleaming paper with neatly ties bows made with wide satinfinished ribbon. The insistent presence of an intrinsic grid structure
created by packages stacked in perfect symmetry suggests that iterative behavior is one means by which one creates order in life.
Untitled (Perfectionist) employs asymmetry as counterpoint to
the obsessive behavior of a perfectionist writer whose desk and
chair lies half-hidden beneath a huge mound of balled-up paper.
The massive mound of rejections with its irregular texture of light
and dark rises above the sill of the single window opening onto the
peaceful, sunlit greenery outside. The light green of the room and
the leaves outside suggest an idyllic and ideal space of a different
order of experience from the anxieties of a perfectionist.
Hobbs’ obsession with order evidenced in the rectilinear
grid of Periodic Table of Traits makes an interesting comparison
with the elaborate curves and arabesques of Beth Campbell’s My
Potential Future Based on Present Circumstances. One can read
Hobb’s penchant for rigorous geometry as the motive underlying
all her work, her adaptation of the periodic table format as parody
of modern psychology’s fetish for taxonomies of unstable mental
states. In contrast, Campbell’s organic model suggests that personal
growth is a natural process of expanding differentiation and possibilities limited only by the unlimited Fibonacci model of organic
growth.
Cognitive processes of organization and classification
inform Ward Shelley and Douglas Paulson’s installation Archive.
Storage boxes stacked to form dimly illuminated walkways serve
as metaphors for memory. Each box is labeled with its contents.
Unlike the simple nosology of Hobb’s Periodic Table and the infinite possibilities of Campbell’s Potential Future, the information in
the Archives remains accessible only if one knows where to look.
Peering closely at the hand-written labels as one wanders through
the dimly lit canyons of stacks and stacks of boxes, one senses a
kinship with Christian Boltanski’s Reserve of Dead Swiss.
If Henny Youngman were to be reborn as an artist, he
might appear in the guise of Dave McKenzie or Cary Leibowitz. In
a display of witty humor indebted to Marcel Duchamp’s sardonic,
tongue-in-cheek In Advance of a Broken Arm, McKenzie’s SelfHelp Hyperventilation Bag is an amusing takeoff on airline barf
bags. Or, he might reappear as Cary Leibowitz whose I’m sick of
making art/Get up, you lazy bum (diptych) is as much slapstick as
visual pun.
These are some of the artists and work that appears in
Slightly Unbalanced. There are many more, equally fascinating
whatever one’s sensibilities. Slightly Unbalanced is a fine example
of what an independent curator, unencumbered by bureaucracies
of academe and museums, is able to accomplish just because this
is something she wants to do. The exhibition is accompanied by an
excellent catalog.						
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individual. In Untitled #402, the internal dis-ease that makes itself
visible in the red pox that covers facial flesh mocks the inability of
the soul to emerge from behind the depersonalizing role that society has prescribed with more than a twinkle in the eyes.
Glossy surfaces reflect a gleaming succulent light that mimics glass
enclosed specimens in a natural history display. Sherman’s numbered titles reinforce the idea of identity as types. It is as if these
women, in these roles, realize their entrapment but have lost the
will and the ability to break free.
Tony Oursler has discovered, perhaps on his own, the
evocative power of fragmented dolls used so effectively by Surrealism’s Hans Bellmer. Oursler creates perilous situations in which the
observer must watch, powerless to intervene in the unfolding dramas that always have a touch of the bizarre or macabre to heighten
the observers’ anxieties. In the installation Isn’t There Someone
Else You Could Be?, an accident has happened. The disjointed, broken body of the victim lies helplessly trapped beneath a fallen chair.
The victim calls out, asking for help, the pathetic voice issuing from
the flickering expression of a face projected onto an ovoid head.
In the video I’m Pretty Nice, one shudders as insects swarming in
a saran-wrapped container threaten to escape. The cover loosens.
One waits in an anxious anticipation that Luis Bunuel used so effectively in Un Chien Andalou. In You Can Do It, a young girl child
awkwardly teeters her way across an area of sharp-edged shards of
glass. Tension mounts towards quiet terror as the child stumbles
and falls. The impersonal hands of the puppet master ape the hand
of god, disdainfully prodding, probing with a pointer, flicking the
fallen body, turning it over as one would the decaying corpse of a
road-kill armadillo lying beside a country road.
In Harry Dodge and Stanya Kahn’s video Winner, an artist,
winner of a cruise in a radio contest, is being filmed for a promotional video. Overwhelmed by the anxiousness of one who has yet
to be recognized, the artist persists in self-promotion of her art, repeatedly subverting the efforts of the camera to record her surprised
and joyful acceptance of the award in spite of cues to that effect.
Simultaneously funny and disturbing as the viewer empathizes with
the winner’s anxieties, Winner captures the behavior of an angstridden artist effectively portrayed by Kahn. The Spartan banality of
the parking lot beyond the chain-link-fenced baseball field with its
gritty, unadorned realism magnifies the personal drama.
Babel documents the reactions of the audience in Dave
McKenzie’s performance piece. It is the audience that is the subject
as they struggle to understand what the artist is trying to say. Their
body language and facial expressions reveal a frightened concern
as McKenzie, with microphone stuck in mouth and cord wrapping
around neck and body, reels and gesticulates. His speech garbled
and incomprehensible, McKenzie appears to be struggling and
strangling. Unable to read the artist’s sign language that is saying “I
am talking to you,” as the catalog explains, the unwitting audience
is caught by the misdirection of the artist-performer and their inability to understand the appropriate sign system. Misreading what
is happening, and paralyzed into indecision and inaction by what
they believe to be a dangerous situation, the audience becomes victimized by their ignorance.
Sarah Hobbs’ large four by five feet color prints use the
tableau vivant pioneered by the likes of nineteenth century photographer artists Henry Peach Robinson and Oscar Rejlander. Human
presence is emphatically revealed by its absence, represented by
the remains left over from obsessive-compulsive behaviors. In Untitled (Overcompensation), the floor and table in the dining room
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Regina Scully: Excavation No. 7, 2009, acrylic on panel, 36” high.

Notations
by terrington calas

obvious one is Scully’s undoubted concentration of intent, which I
will comment on later. But it also recalls the dizzying similitude
in a milestone exhibition that Scully seems to salute, an exhibition
of work crucial to her own development – Pioneering Cubism at
the Museum of Modern Art in 1989. The event was designed to
clarify the invention, by Braque and Picasso, of a vastly influential
style. Like all such shows, it did more than that. It also served to
startle and surprise everyone – experts and lay viewers alike. The
revelation: during cubism’s crucial purist years, works by the two
masters were practically indistinguishable. (Critics and art historians actually played competitive guessing games – and were baffled.) What this meant, chiefly, was that Picasso and Braque were
so mired in analysis of form, so mired in “rationalization,” that,
for a time, their paintings assumed a mechanized sameness. And
this suggested a case of art taken to the laboratory, art dehumanized, academicized. It was the true surge of the Cartesian strain of
modernism. That important purist section of Pioneering Cubism
was the most elegant, the most refined, the most cerebral – and, for
most observers, the dullest.
I say all this because Scully’s reflection on cubism – so
uniform, so apparently rigorous – was, from the outset, confronted
by the spectre of the academic. And she managed, somehow, to offer a body of work without a dull moment. Partly, this is a result of
her chromatic sense. Scully is a colorist, a very controlled one, but
a persuasive one, too. In works such as Excavation #8, she assaults
the century-old cubist tradition with a riot of high-key blues and

GEORGE DUNBAR
REGINA SCULLY
Heriard-Cimino Gallery
KEITH HARING; A PRINT RETROSPECTIVE 1982-1990
Collins Diboll Gallery, Loyola University
New Orleans, LA
—

Regina Scully and Historical Reflection
THE RECEIVED WISDOM is that a grasp of art history is never
lost on the younger artist. Regina Scully’s Excavations (at HeriardCimino) is a testament of this. In a sense, her suite of paintings
feels like a reflection on a seminal moment in high modernism. Not
merely her style, but, in fact, her dogged approach to it is allusive.
The show is strikingly cohesive. It is rare these days that we see an
artist adhere so closely to the tacit modernist rule – every piece fitting
inextricably into the whole. In this instance, Scully makes measured
distinctions, from painting to painting, chiefly by shifts in color or
intensity. Beyond this, her installation almost has the sense of one
enormous work, partitioned and meted, with extraordinary grace,
throughout the gallery space.
This consistency is notable for a couple of reasons. The
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Regina Scully: Excavation # 5, 2009. M/M assemblage

transforming cubism into uncompromised concept – albeit with
frenzied, virtuoso brushwork.
Scully’s new series is certainly linked to the great canvas.
One could posit her Excavations as a tribute or, more suitably, as a
rich, personal adaptation, in much the way that Francis Bacon adapted Velazquez. The parallel is tenable – the heavy shadow of a historical work prompting a new, singular venture. What matters, indeed,
are the singularities – and the disparities and the idiosyncrasies.
De Kooning, as I say, is closer to sheer concept and closer
to the cubist penchant for devising angular symbols – in this case,
oblique symbols of civilization fused onto a wall-like surface and
worked over by an artist-archeologist. Scully’s paintings appear to
approach specifics. Visual symbols give way to distinctive, abbreviated descriptions of the physical environment. Her “civilization”
ranges from landscape to architecture to water craft and more, all of
it fragmented or splayed for our perusal. It is the work of someone
who has witnessed and felt broad destruction.
Unlike de Kooning’s wall, these excavations sometimes imply cubist-defying deep space. The complex canvas Excavation No. 5 is a

greens relieved by the occasional warm complement. It’s a textbook
formula, but effective. Everything in the exhibition has this kind of
color-temperature control – and, happily, the resultant visual tension, too.
In Excavation No. 7, she is closest to the achromatic hues
of purist cubism: tans and browns and ochres. But here, as in most
of the paintings, she wields yet another device – a rhythmic dynamism that makes this enterprise completely her own. With a shrewd
employ of chiaroscuro, she creates sweeping undulations, lyrical
movements. This is totally at variance with the compartmentalization of her forebears; you feel her willfully breaking ranks. A bit of
romantic energy within all that analytical structuring.
A part of her historical reflection involves a specific subtext: Willem de Kooning, the American painter who, arguably,
best translated cubist space into late-modern “painterly painting.”
Though de Kooning is best known for gestural figuration, for some
viewers, his most intelligent works are the nearly abstract ones.
Chief among them is his Excavation, 1950, the magnificent, mostly
white painting that suggests Picasso or Braque in the process of
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Keith Haring: Andy Mouse. From the print retrospective at Loyola University.

tions of actual human experience.
Dunbar, while retaining his legendary discernment, does
precisely that. The recent exhibition, Multiples (at Heriard-Cimino), focused on a recurring – and typically formalist – device in
his oeuvre: the serial image. And he tweaks the idea to an almost
romantic extent. In Mounds Multiple 12, the twelve black shapes
are placed onto a grid of cool grey fields. The shapes fluctuate, as
if animated, as if pulsing. With a golden ochre slash above each
“mound,” the painting evokes the fervor of Robert Motherwell’s best
Elegies, but it also benefits from Dunbar’s resolute control. This
is timeless abstraction, abstraction that straddles the line between
mind and passion.

case in point. A landscape-like plane features endless decimations
of the stuff of human presence. And yet, in the darkening distance,
you sense something beyond.

George Dunbar: Between Mind and Passion

GEORGE DUNBAR IS a classic modernist, a medium-is-the-message modernist. But not absolutely. Scratch the surface of his suave
paintings and you’ll find humanness – evidence of the impure,
flawed way of real-life. It is tempting to consider him as doctrinaire
as early Frank Stella (the black paintings) or Ellsworth Kelly, masters of perfect form and authoritarian, minded detachment. Dunbar’s
own work can actually suggest it. If you acquiesce, his paintings
can lead you to an obsession for formal beauty. You’ll find yourself
pleasure-drugged at the very contemplation of the just-so shape, set
against the just-so tone. That peculiar mental rush, philosophy’s socalled “aesthetic emotion,” is quite enough for some people. But it’s
hard to explain to others, those who insist that art, even formalist art,
should somehow modify beauty until it acknowledges the imperfec-

Keith Haring: Art and Elation
KEITH HARING. This is where popish imagery in the service
of non-pop art began, and it’s pretty wonderful. Lively, youthful,
smart, and wonderful. The tragedy of Haring’s death at 31, in 1990,
is still an incalculable loss.
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George Dunbar: Mounds Multiple 12, 2009. M/M collage, 35.75” high.

I say non-pop firmly, because, in spite of its cartoony imagery, the content of Haring’s art – and that of those who followed
him – is far from the content of classic pop. And certainly far from
the self-parody that pop eventually became.
True pop, in its most forceful instances, italicized the
vanities and foibles of mid-century consumerism. The theme died
of irrelevance immediately after the 1960s. Later, into the 1980s,
Haring and Jean-Michel Basquiat and Jeff Koons had other things
to say.
Of these, Haring is the least discussed today. Unjustifiably.
Too many viewers think of his familiar pictographs as a variety of
ornamental fun. (And the marketing world has certainly contributed
to this.) Loyola’s handsome retrospective exhibition, from the collection of Barry J. Cooper and Stuart H. Smith, goes far in refuting
the notion. What we see in the Collins Diboll Gallery is a dominant
figure of the 1980s New York art scene.

For many people, the misapprehension relates to formal
issues. Haring’s technique was as crisp as a graphic designer’s, but
that was a gloss – and an effective distancing mechanism. The
slick, formulaic look of his work delays your perception of his objectives. At first, he beguiles you visually. You’re persuaded to savor
sheer pictorial invention, possibly the most inventive linear configurations since Aubrey Beardsley. Then you discover Haring’s conceptions, both trivial and grave – from giddy eroticism to chilling
socio-political commentary. The profound issues may be couched
in a shrewdly diverting pattern, but they are unmistakably there.
Another point, perhaps the one that really matters, has to
do with the tone of elation that pervades all of his work, no matter
how weighty the submerged meaning. The pictures induce joy. You
have no choice in the matter. The experience is rare in serious art.
q
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Christopher Owen. Courtesy Big Top Gallery.

Gallery Walk
BY KATHY RODRIGUEZ

Rachel Downing and Christopher Owen at Big Top
Gallery.

This kind of juxtaposition of demure sweetness with intense elements dominates the overall content of Downing’s work. More
human figures have wild or animal aspects, such as deer horns or
furry clawed paws, suggesting a lack of inhibition or innocence.
Because of gaze and participation in adult activities, Downing’s
characters have an additional sexual charge that disturbs because
of their youth.
Owen has shown in various places in New Orleans and
has helped create guerilla art events for The Big Top in the past.
These events somewhat mimic the creation of graffiti, which he
says in his statement he discovered in high school, and admits it
has affected his painting. He combines a graffiti aesthetic with
characters reminiscent of Ren and Stimpy cartoons, which he describes as “dark and interesting and at times, downright disgusting.” He renders his characters with a more painterly brush than
commonly found in these cartoons, and combines this technique
with bursts of color splatter that seem to explode from orifices
within the figures. Tons a Luck is less like this; Owen allows a
monk-like shrouded figure some space. Circles resembling
thought bubbles containing cigarettes, matches, and fried chicken
float above his head, recalling the demonic forces that plagued St.
Anthony. Whether his characters suffer from such temptations or
the bursts of color projecting from their soft insides, there seems
to be overall a narrative of anguish tempered by a humor that may
or may not ameliorate it.

Christopher Owen and Rachel Downing showed illustrative and imagist paintings in their two-person exhibit, Life Forms,
at the Big Top Gallery. This was Downing’s first show, for which
she produced about twenty canvases drawn and painted in a mostly black and white palette with punches of red or swaths of cool
blended color. Her subject matter consists of half-animal, halfhuman figures, often gazing seductively towards the viewer, smoking a cigarette or enjoying a martini. These adult acts belie their
youth, evident in their doe eyes and immature anatomy. Paintings
on paper and panel by Owen harmonize with work by Downing.
He also uses the figure, but his aesthetic tends more toward a combination of graffiti and painterliness. Whales, a turtle, a squat man
in a cloak share space with splatters of paint reminiscent of the
drips from a spray can, flattened planes of color in various shapes,
and organic curves of the paintbrush dipped in a dark but polychromatic palette.
Downing, originally from Britain, was at one time a
make-up artist, and her use of color and line seem to reflect this
practice. Carefully modeled ink and paint form fine, mascara-like
lines in a portrait of a horse with two heads. Though this fancifully distorted animal peers sweetly beneath lowered eyelids, it is
surrounded by an opaque, flat, saturated tomato-red background.
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Mellissa Herrington: The World is Bound by Secret Knots; They Cascade Opalescent Dots II, 2009. Acrylic and M/M, 60” high.

Mellissa Herrington at Soren Christensen.

standing,” as she puts it. Repetition of figural silhouettes, human or
animal; bare tree branches; three-dimensional layers of paint and
paper overlapping flat, translucent layers; work together to create
narrative murkiness. Pale pink flesh colors dominate her palette, and
though overall the paintings are graphic, the indexical sign of the
artist’s presence is found in the faint traces of brushstrokes.
Herrington’s paintings protrude from the wall sometimes
three inches or more, as though pushing out from the second dimension into ours. She layers clear resin over the rectangles of her picture plane, forever encasing the silhouettes and ghosts of figures she
has placed in these boxes. The pale, fleshy pink and feminine qualities of some of her figures are literally “boxed in,” though they attempt to escape their confining space. She comments on this “hopeful but also pessimistic” quality of her work in her statement,

Mellissa Herrington is keen to discuss her work with the
viewer through her annotated artist statement for her solo exhibit,
Little Girls in Pretty Boxes: The Making and the Breaking, recently
on view at Soren Christensen. Using the first person, she discusses
concepts of nonsense, feminism, and painitng. In her statement, she
references an article by Wim Tiggers titled “An Anatomy of Nonsense,” which say nonsense, a literary genre, embraces chaos, and
the world it generates “has no...coherent system, although it may
imply the existence of an inscrutable one, just beyond our grasp.”
Her use of various symbols culturally specific to the world she creates in her paintings are of a world of nonsense, but are familiar
enough to straddle the boundary between nonsense and “under33

Stephen Collier: Cake Cutter with Mary. Inkjet on paper, 36” high.

offering no solid outcome concerning the fate of her figures, but
allowing the ambiguity and illusion that is entrenched in the history
of painting to play with the viewer’s perception of her pieces.

“News

source of cleansing in his printed work as well as in a small installation in the front room of the gallery. Large scale drawings by Z
Behl feature a tattered blanket, which, in conjunction with Collier’s work, seem to comment on Native American history. As representations of tattered comforting remnants, they do suggest contrast between safety and danger. Ernest Concepcion’s smaller
scale wall pieces are somewhat abstract expressionist (which Collier describes as an attempt at utopia). They directly reference
mushroom clouds, which could also recall the explosiveness of
the abstract expressionist process.
Collier curated the “action” that destroys utopian societies in the front room of the gallery, then suggests the “aftermath”
that ensues in its smaller back room. In the rear of the gallery,
Morgan Sorne created an installation of cut-out and painted wood
figures, which accompanied a ritualistic performance during the
opening of the show. The traces of this performance are evident
in stream-of-consciousness chalk writing and designing that dec-

From Nowhere” at Good Children Gallery.

Local artist Stephen Collier curated News From Nowhere
at the Good Children Gallery in the St. Claude Arts District. He
says he intends the show as an open-ended narrative considering
the idea of utopia. Often, ideal societies have apocalyptic endings;
the decimation of Native American populations after western invasion is an example. Much of the imagery in the exhibit seems
emblematic of this society; Collier produced large scale prints of
arrowheads designed into various symbols (including a generic
peace sign), which in a way balance either violence or self-protection with peace. He uses smoke as a drawing material and as a
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Paula Roland. Cruelty of Devotion, 2009. A/C, 48” high.

her subjects have a definite contemporary edge by their appearance. They are much like relics of a more recent past. Mary Jane
Parker combines fine line anatomical drawing with organic imagery in works on panel made with a muted palette. In Patterns, the
combination of human palms with a square of repeated floral or
snowflake shapes suggests the individuality and uniqueness inherent in what seems like indiscernible repetition. Patricia Kaschalk’s
folksy encaustic signs utilize the sculptural dimensionality the medium offers; the paint is carved into outlines of figures and text.
These signs address pertinent but underrepresented social “ills”
such as public urination and pill-popping. Kaschalk admonishes
against these behaviors with the kind of imagery one might find in
a Cracker Barrel general store. These artists present, at the very
least, a visual survey of uses of the encaustic medium. The variety
in the work points to diverse content, but they are united in the diversity of their application of wax.			
q

orates the floor around the figures. Each figure hides more narrative on its back; in front, they wear meticulously rendered costumes suggestive of warriors, dancers, and performers. The record
of this installation, and the expressions Sorne has given the figures, seem to suggest healing and grieving. Polychromatic cut paper pieces by Libby Hartle suggest designs for mandalas and perhaps post-apocalyptic structures, which resemble modified
versions of traditional Native American dwellings. These could
exist now or after the damage, and as symbols of shelter, suggest
a return to safety.

“New Orleans Wax” at Barrister’s Gallery.
New Orleans Wax at Barrister’s Gallery on St. Claude includes four artists’ interpretations of the encaustic medium. Paula
Roland showed several abstract works considering encaustic’s
unique layering qualities. Two backlit works on paper show the
repetition of an odd stamped shape enclosed in pale membranes of
two-dimensional space, suggesting biology or cells. Judith Burks’
paintings take up the ancient use of encaustic for portraiture, but
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adele Sypesteyn: Emerge From Below, 2009. M/M on canvas, 36” high.

Happy Co-Existence
Judith H. Bonner

art as an indisputable means of communication. The three galleries
are the Søren Christensen Gallery, the Garden District Gallery, and
the Cole Pratt Gallery. The first two galleries feature both representational and abstract art in their main gallery. The Cole Pratt
Gallery presents traditional art in its main gallery while exhibiting
abstract art in its interior galleries.
Artworks by Mark Willems and Adele Sypesteyn, which
are exhibited side-by-side in the main gallery at Søren Christensen’s, offer the most pronounced contrast of the two opposing
artistic trends; Williams with representational ink drawings and
Sypesteyn with nonobjective acrylic paintings and architecturallyinspired constructions. Both artists “speak” to the audience, but
with a markedly different approach to their subject.
For the most part Willems’ figural drawings, depicting
both male and female subjects, are executed in minimalist line.
The greater number of these sketches is gestural drawings, often
having muscle mass simply suggested with elliptical shapes. Nearlife size figures are engaged in actions like reaching, stretching, or
dancing. While Edgar Degas’ pastel drawings of ballerinas come

ADELE SYPESTEYN
MARK WILLEMS
Soren Christensen Gallery
GROUP EXHIBITION
Garden District Gallery
PHIL SANDUSKY
Cole Pratt Gallery
New Orleans, LA
—

MID-TO-LATE TWENTIETH century art resolutely questioned
the legitimacy of figural art. As a consequence many art galleries
specialized in non-representational art or “witty” art, while traditional art was often not in evidence. While abstract and non-figural
art were often masterful in their compositional design and craftsmanship, the implicit subject was unquestionably art-for-art’s sake.
Three recently opened exhibitions in New Orleans demonstrate the
happy co-existence of representational and non-representational
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Phil Sandusky: Green Spire of Prytania Presbytere, 2009. O/C, 18” high.

structured and balanced, are depicted minimally in broad tonal
bands suggesting landscapes. One canvas is executed in putty and
green textures at top, with incised graffiti or calligraphic lines,
and carefully spaced rhythmic “drizzles” across the bottom band.
Some of Sypesteyn’s works appear to represent a fractured societal
attempt at communication, perhaps a comment on modern society
inundated with technological devices for communication, but with
distorted and garbled voices of the speakers dissolving before being heard or comprehended,
In another composition Sypesteyn renders a torn fragment of an invoice, an obvious reference to a merchandile world
with its exchange of goods and services. In her architectural sculptures Sypesteyn comments on societal structures that appear to dis-

to mind, Willems’ linear treatment differs entirely, especially the
ovoid musculature. A danseur leaps with the power and grace of
Mikhail Baryshnikov. Another minimally rendered figure is reminiscent of a classical sculpture of a discus thrower. Two portrait
heads of a man and a woman are executed with a broader brush
to capture the features and delineate the neck and chest area. Narrowly applied ink washes suggest the clothing. The gallery visitor
is aware of the gestalt principle at play, by which the eye automatically fills in the missing areas.
Adele Sypesteyn, who has been absent from the city for
about a decade, exhibits large square non-objective canvases, most
or which are rendered in acrylic in a limited palette of neutral
shades and muted colors. Her compositions, which are carefully
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solve or fall into ruin. This is particularly evident in a grouping of
tall square columns or colonettes that appear like ruins constructed
of brick with the disintegrating stucco so prevalent on many New
Orleans buildings. These works, which feature rectangular bricklike patterns, also show scattered graffiti.
The issue of direct communication becomes critical at the
Garden District Gallery. As the five-year anniversary of Katrina
approaches, the gallery presents an invitational show with works
by local artists as well as some out-of-state artists who came into
contact with New Orleanians who evacuated. The artworks focus
on the effects of Katrina, particularly the flood. Madeleine Faust
responds to the disaster with tall metal abstract sculptures that suggest floating shapes anchored to vertical elements. Her sculptural
arrangements are executed in monochromatic tones of blue, coral, or silver. Despite the seriousness of her subject, Resurrection
from Katrina is reminiscent of Paul Klee’s playful compositions.
Faust’s tone is serious, though, as she somberly and carefully balances circles, globes, spirals, and linear elements. Ingrid Schmid’s
smoothly finished Carrara marble figure seems to point to a central
emptiness.
East German artist Kris Wenschuh, who lived in New
York before coming to New Orleans, takes a different approach to
the subject of water. His still life combinations of shells and rocks
take on a surreal aspect, much as that witnessed by evacuees returning to the metropolitan area after the waters receded. A vertical
totem-like stack of nine balanced rocks is reminiscent of some of
those early sights with vehicles and boats impossibly balanced in
the most precarious and precipitous positions atop houses or trees.
A trompe l’oeil work appears sculptural, with rocks set
in a shallow frame filled with water as though the rocks are partially submerged, with one rock floating over the frame, and a large
drop of water on another rock. Strategically-placed silver and gold
shadows on the frame further increase the appearance of threedimensionality. Nikki Martha Rue’s mixed-media Katrina Series
Waterline portrays a mottled background with a sequence of the
seemingly omnipresent dirty brown horizontal lines that blanketed
much of the city.
Jean Sammo’s acrylic painting, Motherhood #7: Earth
Mother portrays an infant wrapped papoose-style in orange fabric
bound with cord and lying on a foliage mat. The child, its shoulders bare and its eyes closed, seems to float like a vial on an aqua
background with blue spirals suggesting water. Whether the child
is alive is disputable, and the painting’s specific meaning in the
context of this exhibition is unclear.
Katalin Gergo depicts a different kind of disaster, an outof-control fire that consumes trees and scorches the earth. The
painting reminds viewers of the fires that raged throughout some
New Orleans neighborhoods in spite of being submerged in floodwaters. Allison Stewart’s training in biology is evident in a triptych
of three small paintings titled Watermark No.1, 2, and 3. Stewart
renders what appears to be a growth of spores in greens and blues
with white dry-brushing, the entirety creating the effect of mold.
Phil Sandusky, who is exhibiting at the Cole Pratt Gallery, is known for his broadly brushed plein air paintings that focus
on New Orleans neighborhoods. In this show, Sandusky expands
into the Central Business District with its skyscrapers, as well as
widening his usual circle of residential areas. In the aftermath of
Katrina, Sandusky’s street scenes assume a greater importance
as documentation of a city that has experienced abrupt massive

change. Additionally, his experimentation with lighting is more
intense in a number of these works. In his portrayal Greek Revival
House on Prytania Street, the porch is shaded to increase highlights on the columns. In this and other works Sandusky renders
darks and lights in a broad general treatment that allows him to
capture the solidity of structures with minimal detail of millwork,
capitals, and other architectural trim. His representation of religious structures emerges in a composition titled Green Spire of
Prytania Presbytere, in which the focus is strictly on the spire.
Buildings in the Central Business District include a view
of Canal and Baronne Street with a view of Jesuit’s Church down
the street. Sandusky’s inclusion of the former Walgreen’s Drug
Store in the right foreground, once a landmark, is a direct reference to the changing face of Canal Street. He documents other
structures like Kolb’s Restaurant, the World Trade Center, and One
Shell Square. A view of the Hilton Hotel with flags waving recalls
paintings by Fauvist painter Raoul Dufy and Impressionist painters. The flags provide color to the starkness of boxy skyscrapers.
A portrayal of Fig and Carrollton shows the area as a less
than orderly neighborhood, while Big Red Building in the Bywater
pictures a tall palm tree punctuating the sky above the three-story
building. The street appears like a dirt road; telephone wires are
jumbled in a web-like pattern.
Sandusky’s fluidly brushed rendering of skies in these
works ranges from the moody to clear skies, and to the rosy hues
of sunset. Many of the paintings have horizontal bands of clouds,
all depending upon the individual composition. In another view
Sandusky focuses on a Mustang in foreground, while quickly
sketching the residences behind provide a backdrop of garbage
cans. In Sunlit Stoop on Milan Street the porch is lit by sunlight
from above, while the rest of the residence falls in dark shadow to
provide greater contrast and emphasize the lighting on the stoop.
In many compositions Sandusky shows his appreciation
for the trees that are characteristic of this region, usually oak trees
and palm trees. A Golden Rain Tree, perhaps a reference to myths
about the tree, almost entirely conceals a raised cottage. Another
work called Blue Tarp, Red Tree, White House underscores the
plight of the un-recovered city, with the blue tarp partially obscured
by the houses in front of it. Interestingly, the white mentioned in
the title is actually painted pink. This work parallels Sypesteyn’s
sculptural constructions of ruins—either through time or through
destruction by hurricane or by fire.
The group exhibition at the Garden District Gallery focuses on the theme of hurricanes and flooding, with each artist expressing a different aspect of the visuals confronting. Sandusky, on
the other hand, presents the city’s neighborhoods as we know them
and see them. Willems focuses exclusively on human beings, while
the presence of humans is generally implied in other artworks in
these three galleries. Each of the artists in the shows at these three
galleries has explored and developed a subject for communication
and an individual manner to express themselves. In consideration,
whether the manner of expression is representational or non-representational, each artist has a distinct platform or “voice,” its clarity and particularity, however, depending on what the individual
viewer brings to these exhibitions.		
q
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Jennifer Robison: Sacrificial Fox, 2009. Photograph on canvas, 30” high.

Overcoming Obstacles
BY KATHY RODRIGUEZ
Council, she converses with the community about contemporary
Louisiana artists such as Rick Brunner, Linda Dautreuil, and Dennis Johnson, whose work can also be viewed at the Brunner Gallery, the affiliate of the Fine Arts Center. She is reaching a public
that she admits lacks exposure to the overall aesthetic of these artists, which can be confusing to the art novice in its abstractness.
Robison shares a similar, personal situation with her visitors – the
difficulty of communicating about and understanding uncertain
experiences – and explores her own experience with it in her work.
Four photographic prints on canvas by Robison hang at
the Brunner Gallery in Covington. Similarly scaled, linearly hung,
and curving a corner between two walls, they read as episodes in
a serialized narrative. The Revision, the first in this series, shows
a female model with flowing brunette hair suspended in turquoise
and violet water encased in a black and silver garment resembling
chain mail. Her arms push against the edges of the picture plane
and the encircling cloth, as though struggling to break free of the

JENNIFER ROBISON
New Works.
Brunner Gallery
Covington, LA
_

BOSSIER CITY, near Shreveport in northern Louisiana, is not
commonly regarded as an art epicenter. But it is home to the new
Gallery Fine Arts Center, co-created by Louisiana photographer
Jennifer Robison, who earned her B.F.A. from the School of Art at
Louisiana Technical University in 2007. In a recent telephone interview, Robison stated that she intends to expand the visual awareness of Bossier City residents through this new exhibition space.
Visitors to its second group show came with increased curiosity
and fewer barriers to new visual experiences than at the first show
due to her educational efforts. Overall, she says the space has been
positively received. Through her work on the Bossier City Arts
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Jennifer Robison: Aubergine Papillon, 2009. Photograph on canvas, 40” high.
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confines of the box. The dark-haired female appears again in Aubergine Papillon, wearing magenta gauze flung up in a horseshoe
shape against the edges of the picture, her head anchored in the low
center of the composition, suggesting an orchid or a vulva. At first
glance, Robison seems to be rehashing the subject matter of midtwentieth century photographer Toni Frissell, who photographed
women under water, anatomical readings of Georgia O’Keefe, and
feminist theory.
Robison’s work delves much deeper than these initial superficial associations do, in part because she has such intensely
personal connections with her subject matter. She is a survivor of
thyroid cancer, and this gland has a peculiar, butterfly shape. The
“cocoon” of metal-woven cloth in The Revision and the blood-vessel purple “wings” in Papillon are references to the gland as well
as difficult transformative processes. Water indicates a womblike environment, a human place in which transformations occur.
There is mystery in the development that happens during these
changes. To Robison, this mystery is a fitting metaphor for her
struggle to communicate about her personal experience as a cancer
patient and survivor. Mystery is also inherent in her process; she
can only talk with the model after they surface from the pool. Underwater, she is forced to allow and work with uncertainty. Both
the imagery and the means of making it point to ways that Robison
has been able to communicate the difficulty of enduring and healing from her ordeal.
Other images with less immediate associations seem to
directly feature mystery as content. A blonde model hovers in
dark teal water between the surface of the pool and its bottom in
Sacrificial Fox. She again appears in Emerge, in which Robison
has changed the expected orientation of model to water surface
from horizontal to vertical. Here there seems to be more of a nontextual narrative, unfamiliar to the viewer – something unknown
has caused this moment frozen in time. The strange compositional
placement of the model and her seeming unawareness of the viewer or photographer, indicated through her unfocused gaze, question
the whether she is alive or dead. She hangs in limbo, specifically
in between boundaries or certainties.
In Emerge, the model wears rich fur; in Fox, she is draped in deep
red folds of cloth, studded with rhinestones scintillating in the dim
light. Clothing enhances the drama and color of the moment. Both
are painterly in color and composition; a slash of green heightens
the odd texture of the fur underwater, and the red-violet of the fluid
and extravagant dress complements the black green of the water.
Robison positions her compositional elements off-kilter, bringing
visual weight to one edge of the picture plane and balancing it
with swaths of negative space. Formal qualities coupled with the
ambiguity of the situation result in images that recall the work of
Gregory Crewdson. Robison states her influences as Annie Leibowitz, another photographer known for dramatic and complicated
images, as well as Dalí and Renaissance painting. Both of these
images seem particularly baroque in their chiaroscuro, and have a
surreal, dream-like quality.
Robison encourages references to painting by her use of canvas.
She says this substrate has epic connotations and is associated with
the uniqueness of the image. She prints an edition of one, enhancing the only-ness of the object. This seems to indicate a feeling of
difficulty and isolation in Robison’s communication of her cancer
experience, but also allows the conversation about the experience
to publicly start. The tooth of the canvas gives each image a blurry,

pixilated appearance, which could either enhance the mystery or
detrimentally affect the appearance of her craftsmanship. Robison
says she is now printing in smaller scale on velvet paper, increasing the intimacy of the images and helping her pull the viewer into
the work. The change in substrate reduces the weight of the technical question of canvas, allowing her work to more directly participate in a contemporary conversation about painterly photography
already generated by the work of Crewdson and Jeff Wall.
Robison establishes other conversations in her work as a portrait
photographer. Her two bodies of work – portraiture and art pieces
– do influence each other. She employs formal strategies from her
artwork in her portraiture, and her sense of fashion photography,
emphasized by the fluid nature of evening gowns, can be seen in
the art. Robison blurs the sometimes already indistinct line between art and craft, increasing the ability of her subjects to see the
familiar world in a new way. Her portraits are beautifully composed and staged, and her subjects are lucky to be viewed in her
lens. She reaches her audience through layers: first, she shows different kinds of beauty through approachable portraiture, and then
she expresses a more intimate interpretation of beauty through the
tension between the subject matter and the source of its meaning
in her artworks.
Robison forges a personal bond with the viewer through her biography. It is difficult to separate the work from her life, but it is
questionable whether they should be separated. Her story gives
the images energy and strength, but it does not comprise the entire
value of the images. As it develops, the series loses what may initially appear as cliché, and increases in layers of content, formal
complexity, and contemporary conversation. This intensifies the
richness of her images, and is proportionate to the levels of visual awareness that Robison creates for all of her audience, in both
south and north Louisiana. Robison should be applauded for her
educational outreach, which in itself can at times be riddled with
obstacles, and for her ability to create understanding in her viewer.
Her photographs mark their place in the contemporary art of Louisiana, and her place in its conversation.
q
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Tony Benjamin: Porch, 2009. O/C, 14” high.

En Plein Air
BY JUDITH H. BONNER

Benjamin, and Patti Adams. The other artists are Anthony Bordelon, Steve Bourgeois, Robin Durand, Claude Ellender, Robert
Guthrie, Peggy Hesse, Roy Pfister, Don Rhodes, Robert Seago, and
Joseph Stahl.
The gallery visitor could easily imagine being transported back in
time to nineteenth-century France, except that the views are definitely local. And while the Barbizon painters, who were the first to
paint out-of-doors as a matter of philosophy, focused on landscapes
in the Fontainebleau forest, these artists portray New Orleans
cityscapes. The majority of these scenes, which are painted in oil or
watercolor, focus on residential architecture, specifically shotgun
houses, doubles, Creole cottages, and stucco structures. Others feature Lafayette Cemetery #1 or religious structures. 			

THE GARDEN DISTRICT: EN PLEIN AIR
Garden District Gallery
New Orleans, LA
—

THE REVIVAL OF an historic gallery space in a largely residential
area presents an important signal about the continuing renewal of
New Orleans in the years after the flood from Hurricane Katrina. The
Garden District Gallery, which has recently opened in the newlyrenovated Washington Street studio formerly occupied by the late
Joey Bonage, is presenting an exhibition that literally celebrates the
neighborhood in which it is located. The common element in the
exhibition is that all the works were painted en plein air and that they
feature the Garden District and adjacent Uptown New Orleans.
A number of the artists whose works are displayed in the
new gallery are already established in the local art community, particularly with the New Orleans Academy of Fine Arts, including Auseklis Ozols, Garth Swanson, Jacques Soulas, Diego Larguia, Tony

One view depicts Commander’s Palace, which is located
catty-cornered across the street. Most are small intimate views.
Pedestrians come and go comfortably in a number of these compositions.
Several of the paintings are rendered freely and retain the integrity of
the brushstroke, while others are more finished in their execution At
first glance the works seem to have been painted by the same hand.
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Robert Guthrie: Commander’s Palace. Courtesy Garden District Gallery.

Upon closer examination, however, each artist has an individual approach. These sixteen artists are skillful in planning their compositional layouts and in rendering their views. Consequently, the overall
exhibition is harmonious in its presentation of works.
Auseklis Ozols’ painting of One Way, which is titled after a
street sign of the same name, shows the small blue sign with white
lettering mounted high on a pole—much higher than one would ordinarily expect the sign to be located. This placement of the blue sign
draws the eye upward toward the verdant canopy of trees that shade
this peaceful scene. The landscape is freer in handling than Ozols’
trompe l’oeil formal portraits. As in a few other works, vehicles are
depicted, one of which is covered with a light gray tarpaulin. Its
ghostly contour defines the car and suggests that an automobile can
sit undisturbed for extended periods of time in this tranquil neighborhood. A woman wearing a red shirt and wide brimmed straw hat
carries bags of groceries past the gray-walled cemetery. She appears
to head off the composition toward her unseen residence. In Patti
Adam’s Morning Walk, a sheepdog appears to lead its owner past a
house at 2627 Coliseum Street, with its millwork and quoins articu-

lating the structure. A side yard is partially concealed by trees and
other foliage. In this work, the pedestrian approaches the residence
from the opposite direction, which creates a visual balance to Ozols’
pedestrian, who is obviously walking out of sight in a nearby canvas.
Robert Guthrie’s depiction of Lafayette Cemetery #1 with
Commander’s is striking for the signature blue-striped awnings reflecting on the street, sidewalk, and cemetery wall in dappled blue,
purple, and ochre. Robert Durand’s more distant views offer a broader view of streets, while the buildings are reduced in size.
Anthony Bordelon’s compositions featuring double and
single cottages located in the area near Chestnut and Prytania Streets
are painted in bright pinks and blues. In Next to Villa Rose, Garth
Swanson portrays sister-doubles, one in deep rose, the other in blue,
with their millwork brackets supporting the deep overhangs characteristic of these structures. A yellow home peeking from the background provides contrast and at the same time completes the triad of
primary colors. As in many of the other compositions in this exhibition, the houses are not overly-detailed, but nonetheless capture the
general ambience of the neighborhood streets. Likewise, Joseph
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Garth Swanson: Arch Over Coliseum Street, 2009. O/C, 24” high.

In one of Diego Larguia’s scenes, viewers look over a picket fence
and gatepost toward a house in the background. The effect is that of
strolling past the house and suddenly looking over the fence.
It is easy to feel comfortable walking through the exhibition. While one expects no surprises, the paintings invite closer inspection. And in walking through the galleries, one becomes aware
that in looking out the windows, some of the same scenes are hanging on the gallery walls, specifically Commander’s, the cemetery,
and the nearby houses. As such, one recalls the quest of the Egyptian
queen Hatshepsut to conjoin the landscape with architecture in her
famous temple of Deir el-Bahri, an idea later developed by Frank
Lloyd Wright in many buildings across the country. The harmonious
views in this exhibition are also poignant reminders of the city’s cultural heritage, a degree of which is successfully captured in these
compositions.
q

Stahl captures the loneliness of an Abandoned Grocery at Marengo
and Loyola—either despite the distant view of the building, or perhaps because of it.
The individuality of these painters is quickly apparent in
the differing artistic renderings by Robert Seago and Don Rhodes
through their portrayal of the same house at Chestnut and First
Streets. The two-story Spanish-style carriage house with its peeling,
flaky stucco over a brick façade is portrayed at different times of the
day or perhaps in different seasons. Seago’s version is depicted in a
cool oyster-white with gray shadows and Rhode’s rendering is executed in warmer tones. The two artists view the house from different
angles, and the distance also varies. Both capture the patterns of dark
and light that pervade the tree-shaded area in uptown New Orleans.
Interestingly, while both views portray a local residence, one can
imagine the house in a different location, perhaps in Florida, California, or the Caribbean. In this sense, the exhibition transcends the
concept of “local color.”
Gallery visitors will remember glimpses of the exhibition
in the same way that they remember a drive through the tree-lined
streets in this area of the city. Jacques Soulas’ depiction of a church,
rendered in warm sienna, is noteworthy for its verticality and the
color of the structure. Roy Pfister’s houses are partially visible
through lush growth that is typical of the Garden District. Peggy
Hesse’s fountains and detail of ironwork gates underscore the city’s
architectural heritage.
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On Cinema

Kirsti Stubǿ in János Szász’ Opium.

Sex, Drugs, Psychiatry ‑
All in One Acutely Depressing Film
BY JOHN MOSIER
Stubø), is subjected to a series of sadistic tortures. They’re called
therapies, of course, and some of them, like electric shock, are still
around. Although an excursion into the dawn of psychiatry is hardly the theme of the film, Opium is a troubling reminder of the arrogance and, let’s face it, scientific sadism, of those early pioneers,
who tried out any¬thing and everything on their helpless charges,
experimented on them just to see how they’d react, and, if they became too unruly, or if the staff got bored with them, lobotomized
them so they’d be more docile.
There are two lobotomies in the film, and by the time the
second one comes around, the scene is almost too painful to watch.
Not because of any graphic details; with the exception of one rather
disturbingly graphic suicide involving a razor, Szász has a very restrained camera. No, the pain comes from seeing the consciousness, the self, of Gizella snuffed out, and the slow clink of the mallet on the medical chisel that does the deed is close to the stuff of

OPIUM
Director: János Szász

OPIUM IS A VISUALLY brilliant, intellectually engrossing, and
absolutely depressing viewing experience by the Hungarian director János Szász. Not exactly a household name with cinema buffs,
even though he’s made eleven feature films. His work is deeply
rooted in Hungarian cultural and intellectual history, hovers right
on the border between being universal and totally obscure. The
more’s the pity, because once the Hungarian parts are revealed, the
film is about as close to being profound as one can get.
Not that there’s any doubt as to what’s going on in Opium;
on the contrary, the action is all too upsettingly transparent. The
setting is a Hungarian mental hospital, a private clinic, in 1912,
where a beautiful young woman, identified only as Gizella (Kirsti
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A still from Opium.

nightmares. Opium is one of those films that has such a disturbing
effect on the viewer that it’s highly doubtful anyone who has seen it
once would sit through it again. Or to put it another way, the viewer that it doesn’t have that effect on is one sick puppy.
The problem is, that a lobotomy is what Gizella desperately pleads for. She’s clearly insane, but she has moments of lucidity, in which she begs the sympathetic Doctor Brenner (Ulrich
Thomsen), to “remove her brain.” The film’s subtitle is Diary of a
Madwoman, and Gizella definitely is. As the subtitle suggests, her
madness takes a peculiar form. She writes frantically on every
available surface: words, squiggles, abstract geometrical shapes.
She can’t stop herself, and the pain is unbearable to watch.
Although Szász doesn’t emphasize this aspect of Gizella,
what she writes (we hear some of the diary as a voice over) is truly
poetic, a troubling reminder of Luis Buñuel’s remark that ‘poets are
the true paranoids,” that theirs is very fine line between the hallucinatory visions of artists and the hallucinations of the mentally disturbed. And of course the period setting fits in with this notion
perfectly. At the same time as the staff of Doctor Moravcsik’s clinic is torturing their patients, the Viennese literary critic Karl Kraus
is visiting Vienna’s Am Steinhof mental institution; as Kraus observes the patients engaging in what nowadays would be called arts
therapy, he notices that their writings are in many instances “indistinguishable from the effusions of contemporary poets.”
The notion of a beautiful young woman, creative and mentally disturbed, incarcerated in a mental ward, is hardly a novel
trope in the world of movies. It demands a sympathetic doctor who
is drawn to her, whose professional interest conflicts with, or is
shaped by, his increasingly romantic feelings. Tibor Máthé, who
did the cinematography, never lets us forget that Kirsti Stubø is a

very attractive young woman, whether she’s upside down, dressed
in rags, or being dunked in a tank of water. She stands out in every
scene: the first time you see her, standing with the other inmates, it’s
obvious that this film is largely about her.
She’s insane, but in a way that makes her haunting, unforgettable—and sexually desirable. So the rest of the story is obvious
and predictable. Or it would be except for the doctor, and this is the
problem with the film. Outside of his native country, very few people are likely to have heard of Dr. Jozsef Brenner, and those who
have, probably won’t recognize the name, because his short stories
were published under the nom de plume of Geza Csáth.
But Brenner (played by Ulrich Thomsen) was a real person, although his biog¬raphy is so fantastic that it seems the stuff of
popular novelists of the era, a sort of real life version of Arthur
Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes (or Professor Challenger), or, on a
darker side, Jules Verne’s Captain Nemo. Like Gizella, the real life
Brenner was a diarist, and the film alternates between snippets from
his actual diary and her fictional one.
That makes the film even more troubling, because
Brenner’s diary is a brutal document indeed. Anais Nin, who also
kept a diary, remarks at one point that the only achievement of psychoanalysis is to make us “conscious of our own misfortunes.”
That’s certainly true of Brenner’s, although in his case the misfortunes were self-inflicted.
Most educated Hungarians know at least the vague outlines of Brenner’s unhappy fate, which gives the portrait in the film
a sort of dead man walking effect. The portion of the diary we have
is a meticulous and painfully detailed account of his losing battle
with drug addiction, a struggle that literally destroyed him. On
June 2, 1919, he escaped from the psychiatric ward of the hospital,
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and made his way home, where, on July 22, he shot his wife three
times, killing her, and then tried to kill himself. He failed, was returned to the hospital.
On September 11, he escaped once more, tried to flee to
Budapest (the area of Hungary he was from, and where he was staying, was now part of Serbia). Detained at the border, he committed
suicide for good, taking a dose of Pantopon, which, in a sort of grim
irony, is a distillation of the alkaloids found in opium: the drug was
his downfall in more ways than one. He was thirty-two years old.
Hungary has its share of suicides. Some Hungarians
would retort that it has considerably more: dying, that’s the one
thing we know how to do, as the saying has it. But Brenner isn’t
famous because he was a doctor who became a drug addict and
killed his wife and finally himself. He’s famous because . . . .
where to begin?
Here’s a man who was a music critic for a major paper at
the age of seventeen, published his first collection of short fiction
(The Magician’s Garden) at twenty-one. And oh yes, by the way, he
finished medical school that same year (1908) and was an intern at
a psychiatric clinic. The list is endless: in 1911 two of his plays
were performed in Budapest by the National Hungarian Theater.
His third volume of short fiction appeared. So did a book of music
criticism (he was still working as a journalist and music critic).
That summer he wrote an interesting and insightful treatise on mental illness, while serving as a doctor at a spa. In addition to being a
medical doctor, a music critic, and a writer of short fiction, he was
a decent painter, a by no means indifferent composer, and an excellent pianist.
In the film, there are casual references to his short stories;
at one point he plays the piano for the inmates, and Moravcsik (who
walks out of the recital as the patients listen quietly, enraptured)
refers to his theories of mental illness in a way that suggests that
Brenner was as much on the cutting edge of psychiatry as he was on
the telling of stories.
Indeed, one of the things that makes the fiction so engrossing is that Brenner, like his Viennese contemporary Dr. Arthur
Schnitzler, was carving out a whole new area of fiction, what the
Polish novelist Bruno Schulz would define as a fiction based entirely on psychoanalytic insights. Schulz was speaking of Kafka,
but Schnitzler and Brenner wrote tales that are more overtly Freudian in the usual sense of the word. That is to say, both men were
fascinated by the extent to which sexuality controls human actions,
oftentimes without the person having any awareness of the degree
to which that was the case.
It’s unfortunate that Szasz’s film depends for its depth on a
knowledge of Brenner’s life and sad fate. The more one knows
about the man, the greater the familiarity with his work, the more
absorbing the film becomes. If there was any doctor walking the
earth in 1912 who could understand Gizella’s pain, it was Brenner.
Not just understand or sympathize, but admire, because he himself
was suffering from a severe case of writer’s block. In fact, to read
those entries in his diary, faithfully reproduced in the film, one
would assume that he was a complete failure.
It’s that scorching honesty that comes across in the diary,
along with his dryly precise record of his drug addiction.
There’s something else as well, which presents both actor
and director with a real challenge. Unlike Schnitzler, who, judging
from his diary, tended to fall in love with every pretty girl he slept

with, and most of the ones he met, Brenner’s interests in women
were almost exclusively sexual. One gets the impression from the
diary that he mostly despised his partners.
He also had a rather cavalier attitude towards his female
patients, whom he seems to have had sex with at the drop of the hat,
as it were. Not that they weren’t interested. One has the impression
of seeing an aphorism of Karl Kraus’s come to life: “The scoundrel!
He did with her as she pleased.”
It’s a formidable acting challenge, trying to make Brenner
into a sympathetic character, but Thomsen gives an intriguing performance. He’s clearly attracted to this beautiful, haunted blonde,
and he’s just as clearly repulsed by the treatments given the patients
in Dr. Moravcsik clinic. We tend to forget that at the turn of the last
century, the medical profession was cheerfully experimenting on its
patients, and that many of those experiments, or treatments, look in
retrospect like the torture chamber of some truly deranged scientist.
Lobotomies were only a small part of it, and one of the
things about the film that makes it difficult to watch is the recurrent
backdrop of medical sadism to which the patients are subjected.
Brenner disagrees with all this. His idea is that Gizella
should be allowed to write as much as she wants — which was what
was going on in Vienna at the Steinhof asylum at the same time.
The staff of the clinic feel otherwise, so there’s a constant struggle,
and Brenner is powerless to intervene, must watch as she’s . . . well,
there’s not really any way around it, it’s basically some new form of
torture. That the film is historically quite accurate doesn’t make it
any better.
At the same time, Brenner’s feelings for her go past understanding and sympathy. In the film, as in real life, when Brenner
sees a woman, he wants to have sex with her, medical ethics be
damned, so there’s not much suspense there, nor does Szász try to
tell the story that way.
Instead, he emphasizes the fundamental ambiguities,
which come across in the film as a series of oppositions: at one
level Brenner is genuinely trying to help her get well, but as the film
unfolds it’s difficult to escape the idea that he may inadvertently be
making her situation worse. But of course that really pales beside
the main opposition: here’s this beautiful and talented young woman, whose scribblings are poetic, whose plight reaches out to us.
But she’s clinically insane. Looking back at the dawn of neurology
and psychiatry cuts both ways: we can recoil in disgust and horror
at how the mentally ill are treated, but that same insight leads to the
realization that for this poor creature, there is no cure.
Although visually Gizella is the center of the tale, intellectually, this is a film about Brenner, as it provides us with an intriguing explanation for his descent into the world of drug addiction
and his pathological jealousy. The film suggests that the extinction
of Gizella’s consciousness, however merciful, is a tragedy from
which Brenner will not recover. She was insane, but she was also a
kindred spirit. The diaries they were keeping, the hallucinatory visions they had, meant that they understood one another. They were,
at some dark level, soul mates. When Brenner lobotomized her, he
lobotomized himself.
Now the interpretation the film gives takes certain liberties
with the details of Brenner’s life, the main one being that by 1913,
he was already deeply involved with Olga Jonas, whom he married
that summer. On the other hand, in defense of the idea Szász is
advancing, Brenner had been involved with Olga sexually and ro47

A still from Opium.

presence, used to call them ‘the lower race.’ It seemed to him that
he had been so schooled by bitter experience that he might call
them what he liked, and yet he could not get on for two days together without “the lower race.’”
Gurov’s casual seduction turns into the great love affair of
his life. Brenner’s amorous dallying with his patient ends up destroying him. As is the case with all great tragedies, the final blow
occurs offstage, but it is no less apparent for not being seen. For
Hungarians, at any rate.
q

mantically for years, and that hardly kept him from involvement
with his female patients, acquaintances, and passers- by. Moreover,
the chronology of the film suggests a reason why the marriage was
put off: he marries Olga only after Gizella is an automaton.
There’s a fine irony here. Reading Brenner’s diary, one
comes away with the impression that the female brain is the part of
the anatomy that he finds the most irrelevant and even irritating: the
idea of a sexually desirable woman who is little more than a living
mannequin would seem to be right up his alley. But diaries are fictions, just like films and novels.
One suspects that Szász has the right instinct here, that the
Jozsef Brenner Ulrich Thomsen brings to life on screen is closer to
the real Hungarian than the persona of the diary. Brenner in real
life, then, was more like Gurov, the protagonist of Chekhov’s “The
Lady with the Lap Dog.” Chekhov puts it exactly: Gurov “almost
always spoke ill of women, and when they were talked about in his
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On Readings

Proust & John & Paul . . .
BY Stephen R. Bachmann

impermeable, that reality which it is very easy for us to die without
ever having known and which is, quite simply, our life. [298]... Our
vanity, our passions, our spirit of imitation, our abstract intelligence, our habits have long been at work, and it is the task of art to
undo this work of theirs…(vi, 299-300)

I say in speeches that a plausible mission for artists is to make people
appreciate being alive at least a little bit, I am then asked if I know of
any artists who pulled that off. I reply, “The Beatles did.”
— Vonnegut, Timequake (1)
***
. . . they composed a magical scrawl, complex and elaborate, their
essential character was that I was not free to choose them... And I
realized that this must be the mark of their authenticity.
— Proust, Time Recovered (274)

If I were given a third sentence, it would be the following, which
rests between the preceding two:
This work of the artist, this struggle to discern beneath matter, beneath experience, beneath words, something that is different from
them, is a process exactly the reverse of that which, in those everyday lives which we live with our gaze averted from ourselves, is at
every moment being accomplished by vanity and passion and the
intellect, and habit too, when they smother our true impressions, so
as entirely to conceal them from us, beneath a whole heap of verbal
concepts and practical goals which we falsely call life. (299)

***
“Blue” notes were John and Paul’s shorthand for sounds that feel
somewhere between two notes, often the result of a minor note played
against a major.
— Spitz, The Beatles: The Biography (562)
***

FOR MYSELF, THE two best sentences for Proust summarizing
himself would include the following from the sixth and last volume
of IN SEARCH OF LOST TIME:

For the purposes of this essay, the point is to observe how simply
Proust sets out his standards for the artist. The job of the artist is
to help us get past the junk and cliché in our heads so we can gain
access to real reality. Predicate to this would be assumptions that
(i) the artist knows cliché; (ii) the artist knows real reality; and (iii)
the artist has the talent to move us from cliché to real reality. With
these observations in mind, we can now move to the purpose of
this essay, which is to observe how the achievement of the Beatles

. . . we have to rediscover, to reapprehend, to make ourselves fully
aware of that reality, remote from our daily preoccupations, from
which we separate ourselves by an even greater gulf as the conventional knowledge which we substitute for it grows thicker and more
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stands in light of these considerations.
***
In no small sense Proust’s IN SEARCH OF LOST TIME is
a novel of enlightenment (or a searching which ends with an happy
discovery, at least). The novel begins with the narrator Marcel tasting a madeleine which floods him with an “exquisite pleasure,” so
“extraordinary” and “precious,” that the doldrums and miseries of
life become “indifferent,” “innocuous,” and “illusory.” (vi, 60) Marcel/Proust writes another million words attempting to recover that
experience and discover its meaning. In the last volume of SEARCH,
he reaches the insights we have already noted, viz., that the madeleine moment was pointing past everyday “reality” to a more real
reality. (This real reality is usually accompanied by rapture, but it is
more essentially defined by its emotional intensity, given that Marcel
notes that the experience of removing a boot precipitates a recapitulation of the overwhelming grief he feels at the loss of his grandmother (iv, 210). ) One thing the artist can do is exercise his or her
craft to lead us to that reality so that we do not have to depend upon
the fortuities of eating cupcakes or tripping on paving stones. (The
latter leads Marcel in volume six into a series of raptures that lead to
his ultimate epiphany (vi, 255f).)
It is inaccurate to push this parallel too deeply or too literally, but to a degree the course of the Beatles’ work follows the
course of Marcel’s odyssey. In other words, initially their focus tends
to be on certain particular moments which move one into ecstasy. As
their work progresses, their focus turns more to the ontological
meaning of those moments: for better or for worse, they, like Marcel
in Volume Six, become self-conscious, explicit philosophers.
***
It is appropriate that possibly the best exemplar of the
Beatles’ first Proustian phase is their first smash hit, “I Want to
Hold Your Hand.” To appreciate this point, one begins by appreciating that most (pop) songs contribute to the cliché pile because
their main two components are ordinary, they break no new ground.
The words are abstract, lack wit and specificity. The music inspires
limited interest. “Hand” happily breaks these rules of mediocrity
by miming a madeleine moment. In “Hand,” the madeleine is the
usually mundane incident of holding the girlfriend’s hand. That it
precipitates the “exquisite pleasure” of real reality which madeleines can sometimes do is indicated by the harmonic explosion
that attends the word HAND in the song: “I want to hold your
HAAAND” Whether HAAAND is sung with a “blue” note I do not
have the expertise to claim. What I may argue, though, is that a
major and consistent tactic of the Beatles is to punctuate their songs
with harmonic eruptions; and this is a tactic seldom tried—or at
least matched--by most other groups. Often the best Beatles songs
correlate a specific “madeleine” moment with these “blue” harmonic eruptions, e.g., “If I Fell,” “ No Reply,” “Baby’s in Black,”
“Yes It Is.”
When they are not specifically trying to mime a madeleine experience with their harmonies, the Beatles do place the
words of their theme into “blue” harmonies, e.g., “Thank Your
Girl.” “Hard Days’ Night,” “Eight Days a Week,” “Help,” “Rain,”
“Paperback Writer,” “Girl.”
And even when their lyrical content proves less striking, they
often make their song notable through the juxtaposition of notes
which can range from the impressive to the unsettling, e.g.,
“From Me to You,” “I Should Have Known Better,” “I Want to Tell

You,” “Sun King,” “Because.”
***
As the Beatles matured, they learned more about what
could be achived through lyric (in part from Dylan, who might have
learned from them what to do in music). It seems to be recollections of place (cf. Proust’s Balbec) that pushed Lennon and McCartney into the next level. The song “In My Life” evokes the
mood that memory inspires:
there are places I’ll remember
all my life though some have changed
some forever not for better
some have gone and some remain
According to Spitz, the real breakthrough came with “Strawberry
Fields Forever.” (642) “For inspiration, John took himself back to
Woolton, the scene of his favorite childhood escapades.” Strawberry Field was a building near a park where Lennon “spent blissful
summer mornings” with his pals. (642) As “memories came
flooding back” Lennon combined Proustian method (memory)
with Proustian insight (pre-conception limits perception, but if you
try to do without you have trouble orienting yourself, as well as
maintaining communication with others still stuck in cliché’):
Living is easy with eyes close
Misunderstanding all you see...
Nothing is real
And nothing to get hung about
Strawberry Fields forever
No one I think is in my tree
I mean it must be high or low
That is you can’t you know ti\une n
But ‘s all right
That is I think it’s not too bad
“Strawberry Fields” was John Lennon’s Proustian jump, and it
seems to have inspired a similar effort in Paul McCartney
Coincidentally or not, Paul also seized on Woolton as inspiration for his next song. John’s fond reference to Strawberry
Field must have touched off a flashback that mixed nostalgia and
personal mythology in a dreamlike style. George Martin credited
the “coincidence” more to the wages of “creative rivalry,” but whatever the moving spirit—Paul would only say that John and he “were
often answering each other’s songs”—it didn’t take him long to
single out Penny Lane, the terminal were Paul changed buses on his
route from Allerton to visit many of his more centrally located Liverpool friends. (655)
After these songs, the Beatles grew more insistent on the
crap of the “normal” and the significance of alternative realities. In
“Tomorrow Never Knows” they sing:
Turn off your mind relax and float downstream
It is not dying, it is not dying
Lay down all thought surrender to the void
It is shining it is shining
In “Day in the Life,” they mock the cliché of a world defined by
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media cliché and work routine. Indeed, the mockery appears harsh
and bitter if one recalls that the title of the song recalls the title of
Solzhenisyn’s novel One Day in the Life of ivan Denisovich (1963).
The capitalist world of mcdia cliche and work routine suddenly become equated with life in the Russian totalitarian gulag. And the
Beatles urge the listener to go elsewhere.

Without going out of my door
I can know all things on earth
Without looking out of my window
I can know the ways of heaven
The farther one travels
The less one knows
The less one really knows
Without going out of your door
You can know all things on earth
Without looking out of your window
You can know the ways of heaven
The farther one travels
The less one knows
The less one really knows
Arrive without travelling
See all without looking
Do all without doing

I read the news today oh boy
About a lucky man who made the grade ...
I saw the photograph
He blew his mind out in a car ...
A crowd of people stood and stared
Nobody knew if he was really from the House of Lords
I saw a film today oh boy
The English army had just won the war
A crowd of people turned away
But I just had to look
having read the book
I’d love to turn you on

As for Lennon, it would seem clear that he was open to such perspectives from the get-go, because in 1963, in the Beatles debut UK
LP, he wrote (with McCartney) “There’s a Place,” which stated:
Then, there’s a place
Where I can go
When I feel low
When I feel blue
And its my mind

Woke up fell out of bed
[ring]
Dragged a comb across my head
Found my way downstairs and drank a cup
And looking up I noticed I was late
[huff huff huff huff huff]
Found my coat and grabbed my hat
Made the bus ten seconds flat
Found my way upstairs and had a smoke
And somebody spoke and I went into a dream
[aaaaaaaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaa 		
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa]

As we have seen, Lennon developed various Proustian perspectives
as his career progressed. Yoko Ono may be able to take some credit for serving as a catalyst at some juncture, in that her avant-garde
art endeavors could be placed under the category of conceptual art,
which attempts to push its audience into perceptions past cliche,
through fair means or foul. Among other things, Spitz reports some
of Ono’s work as including instructons to participants to lay a sheet
of blank canvas on the ground and to walk on it; another involved
dropping frozen peas at random places throughout the course of a
day; and at Carnegie Hall one performance piece occurred in darkness as well as near silence so that listeners [in Ono’s words] could
start to feel the environment and tension and people’s vibrations.
(743 f.)
So it wouild seem that Lennon appreciated Ono’s appreciation of what can and should be found beyond cliche. Nevertheless, he could neither forget nor forgive the poison that saturated
the worlds constructed and defined by cliche. In “God,” John Lennon expressed bitterness and disgust at the ways in which his mind
had been seduced and constrained by the false promises of media
hype and religious rubbish; and the degree to which he had participated in and contributed to it. Ultimately there was nothing but
what his own experience could provide; and he tells the listener that
that is the case also for him or her:

I read the news today oh boy ...
I’d love to turn you on.
In “Fool on the Hil,” they suggest, like Proust, that if you don’t get
this insight, you’re simply a loser:
Day after day, alone on a hill
The man with the foolish grin is keeping perfectly still
But nobody wants to know him
They can see that’s he’s just a fool
And he never gives an answer
But the fool on the hill sees the sun going down
And the eyes in his head see the world spinning round
He never listens to them
He knows that they’re the fools
They don’t like him
The fool on the hill sees the sun going down
And the eyes in his head see the world spinning round

God is a concept,
By which we can measure,
Our pain,
I’ll say it again,
God is a concept,
By which we can measure,
Our pain,

***
As the Beatles went their separate ways, the more
thoughtful of the four (John Lennon and George Harrison) became
more explicit in their ontological declarations. In “The Inner
Light,” Harrison urges the listener to shed cliché and find paradise
in his or her own self:
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And so dear friends,
You just have to carry on,
The dream is over.

I don’t believe in magic,
I don’t believe in I-ching,
I don’t believe in bible,
I don’t believe in tarot,
I don’t believe in Hitler,
I don’t believe in Jesus,
I don’t believe in Kennedy,
I don’t believe in Buddha,
I don’t believe in mantra,
I don’t believe in Gita,
I don’t believe in yoga,
I don’t believe in kings,
I don’t believe in Elvis,
I don’t believe in Zimmerman,
I don’t believe in Beatles,
I just believe in me,
Yoko and me,
And that’s reality.
The dream is over,
What can I say?
The dream is over,
Yesterday,
I was dream weaver,
But now I’m reborn,
I was the walrus,
But now I’m John,

The bitterness is understandable, perhaps; as Proust says, a lot of
life is wasted living the interpretations of others. However, those
who can get past them are, in Yeats words, blessed. And those who
can convey them to others, in Yeats’ words, can bless. Perhaps the
shame is that Lennon did not reach his 50th year:
My fiftieth year had come and gone,
I sat, a solitary man,
In a crowded London shop,
An open book and empty cup
On the marble table-top.
While on the shop and street I gazed
My body of a sudden blazed;
And twenty minutes more or less
It seemed, so great my happiness
That I was blesse’d and could bless.
—W. B. Yeats, “Vacillation”
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Luis Cruz Azaceda at the Arthur Roger Gallery.
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Compiled By Kathy RODRIGUEZ
BARRISTER’S GALLERY – 2331 St. Claude Ave. 525-2767.
www.barristersgallery.com - Zardab: A “Legend” Unearthed: The
Society for Decoration and Sacrifice (sculpture, installation and performance), December 12 - January 3

A GALLERY FOR FINE PHOTOGRAPHY – 241 Chartres St.
568-1313. www.agallery.com - Folie à Deux: Cinégraphs by Louviere + Vanessa (photography); Dec 12 - Feb 28.
ACADEMY GALLERY– 5256 Magazine Street. 899-8111. closed
in December; Figure Painting and Sculpture Invitational (paintings
and sculpture), Jan - Feb.

BRUNNER GALLERY– 215 N. Columbia St. Covington, 985-8930444. www.brunnergallery.com - Four More: And Exhibition of
Photography by Four North Louisiana Photographers (photography),
New Paintings: Linda Trappey Dautreuil (painting), November 14 December 31; New Paintings: Bill Gingles, January 4 - February 28

ARIODANTE GALLERY– 535 Julia St., 524-3233. www.ariodantegallery.com - Matilde Alberney (paintings), Kelly Guidry (sculpture), Melissa and Gerry Art in Jewelry (sculpture and jewelry),
Ginger Kelly (hand crafted ornaments), Dec 5-30; Amorous Art: Invitational featuring Cheri Ben-Iesau, Opal Galliano, and Chester
Allen (paintings, sculpture, jewelry), Jan 2 - Feb

CAROL ROBINSON GALLERY – 840 Napoleon Ave. at Magazine. 895-6130. www.carolrobinsongallery.com - continuing virtual
exhibition

ARTHUR ROGER GALLERY – 432 Julia St. 522-1999. www.arthurrogergallery.com - Allison Stewart (paintings) and John T. Scott
(drawings), Nov 21 - Dec 26; James Drake (mixed media drawings)
and Luis Cruz Azaceta (mixed media paintings), Jan - Feb

COLE PRATT GALLERY – 3800 Magazine St. 891-6789. www.
coleprattgallery.com - Evert Witte (painting), November 29 - December 27; Carlos Zervigon (sculpture), Dec 27 - January 31.
COLLINS DIBOLL ART GALLERY – Loyola University. 8615456. http://www.loyno.edu/dibollgallery/ - Keith Haring: A Print
Retrospective, 1982-1990, November 5 - January 29; New Photographs: Erika Goldring, February 4 - April 6.

BECA GALLERY– 527 St. Joseph St., 566-8999. www.becagallery.com. BECA Benefit Art Auction, thru December.
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Ray Donley at Gallery Bienvenu.

CONTEMPORARY ARTS CENTER – 900 Camp St. 210-0224.
www. cacno.org - Hot Up Here: New Work by New Orleans Artists,
August 1 - January 10; SweetArts 2010, February..

ISAAC DELGADO FINE ARTS GALLERY – 615 City Park Ave.
361-6620.
JONATHAN FERRARA GALLERY – 841 Carondelet St. 5225471. www.jonathanferraragallery.com - How I Learned to Stop
Worrying: Ralph Bourque (drawings) and You Already Know How
This Will End: Stephen Irwin (altered photographs), December 5,
2009 - January 2, 2010; New Works: Angel Delgado, January 2 February 28.

d.o.c.s. gallery – 709 Camp St. 524-3936. www.docsgallery.com Blueprint/Imprint: Shae Freeman (mixed media sculpture), December 5 - January 7; Isolation: Thor Carlson (mixed media sculpture),
January 9 - March 4.
GALLERY BIENVENU – 518 Julia St. 525-0518. www.gallerybienvenu.com - Encounters In the Bone Garden: Ray Donley (painting), December 4, 2009 - January 31, 2010.

LeMIEUX GALLERIES – 332 Julia St. 522-5988. www.lemieuxgalleries.com - Signs of the City: Shirley Rabé Masinter (painting),
December 5 - 26; Aquiferious: Margaret Ross Tolbert (painting),
January 9 - February 27.

HERIARD CIMINO GALLERY – 440 Julia St. 525-7300. www.
heriardcimino.com - Michel Varisco (photography), December 5 January 2; José Bedia (paintings), January 9 - March 3, 2010

NEWCOMB ART GALLERY – Tulane University. 865-5328.
www.newcombartgallery.com - Made in America: Jaune Quick-toSee Smith, October 21 - December 23; Polaridad Complementaria:
Recent Works from Cuba (various media), January 16 - March 4.

HISTORIC NEW ORLEANS COLLECTION – 533 Royal St. 5234662. www.hnoc.org - Between Colony and State: Louisiana in the
Territorial Period, 1803-1812, September 30, 2009 - May 2, 2010, at
533 Royal St; Rembering “Dogs in My Life”: The Photographs of
John T. Mendes, December 1, 2009 - February 28, 2010, at Williams
Research Center.

NEW ORLEANS MUSEUM OF ART – City Park. 606-4712.
www.noma.org - Dreams Come True: Art of the Classic Fairy Tales
from the Walt Disney Studio, November 15, 2009 - March 14, 2010;
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Angel Delgado at the Jonathan Ferrara Gallery.

Youth Manifesto: Skylar Fein (installation), thru January 3, 2010;
Cross-Currents of Design: East to West to East in Ceramic Design,
thru February 14, 2010; William Woodward, 1859-1939: American
Impressionist in New Orleans (paintings), thru February 28, 2010;
Feathers, Fur, and Flowers: The Natural World in Edo-period Painting, thru February 21, 2010; Kathe Kollwitz: Graphics from the
Stein Collection (prints and drawings), thru March 14, 2010; Swimming to Havana: Luis Cruz Azaceta (mixed media painting), December 18, 2009 - March 28, 2010; Polaridad Complementaria: Recent Works from Cuba (various media), January 16 - March 14,
2010; Parallel Universe: Quintron and Miss Pussycat Live at City
Park (installation and sound), January 29 - May 2, 2010.

TAYLOR BERCIER FINE ARTS – 233 Chartres St. 527-0072.
www.taylorbercier.com - Not Better, Not Worse, Just Different:
Adam and Gina (painting and sculpture), November 5 - December
31; Carlos Estevez (mixed media), January 7 - March 31.
STELLA JONES GALLERY – Place St. Charles, 201 St. Charles
Ave. 568-9050. The Memory of Dolls: Lynn Linnemeier (painting)
and Chris Malone (soft sculpture), thru January 5; Chris Malone
(soft sculpture) and Robin Holder (painting), thru February.
STEVE MARTIN GALLERY– 624 Julia St. 566-1390. Emerging contemporary and Louisiana artists (sculpture and painting),
ongoing.

OGDEN MUSEUM OF SOUTHERN ART – 925 Camp St. 5399600. www.ogdenmuseum.com - Jack Niven’s Universal Mule
(painting), ongoing; Paintings 1984 - 2000: Bo Bartlett (paintings),
thru January 3, 2010; On the Road with Benny Andrews: Stanley
Staniski (photography), ongoing; Storming the Ramparts: Objects
of Evidence (various media), thru January 3, 2010; Southern Modernism: Dusti Bonge (paintings), ongoing; Selections from the Ogden Museum’s Permanent Collection, ongoing.

3 RING CIRCUS GALLERY – 1638 Clio St. 569-2700.
www.3ringcircusproductions.com - Tales of the Midway: Shannon
Brinkman, Bryce Lankard, and Jonathan Traviesa (photography),
thru December.
UNO ST. CLAUDE GALLERY - 2429 St. Claude Ave. 280-6493.
q

SOREN CHRISTENSEN GALLERY – 400 Julia St. 569-9501.
www.sorenchristensen.com - New Paintings: Michael Marlowe,
December 2009
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Red River HangOut Acrylic on Panel 24”x24”

LINDA TRAPPEY DAUTREUIL: THE FOURPLEX SERIES
November 14 – December 31, 2009
215 North Columbia Street, Covington, LA 70433 985-893-0444
www.brunnergallery.com

